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This study concentrates on a project of investment
carried out by the shipping company Angotramp Ltd, a
subsidiary company of Ancionave—Holding. The project consists
of purchasing a Panamax sulk Carrier through a bank loan with
a first preferred mortgage on the same vessel which is
supposed to be employed in a long voyage charter.
Therefore, this study examines the weaknesses of the
project by conceiving for the purpose, an unprofitable
project where in spite o-f the cash flows being positive along
the years of the project, the net present value (NPV) and the
internal rate o-f return (IRR), appoint to its inevitable
rejection -
The first chapters provide an overview of the market
conditions and essential theory on the elements of Investment
Appraisal. Later on, a detailed analysis on the contract o-f
affreightment negotiations is provided. The applicable
voyage charter party which binds the Anqotramp Ltd to the
charterers is also laid out. The last chapters discuss the
evaluation of the project.
Finally, I must say that f or the purpose of this study,
I have assumed the managers of Anqotramp Ltd, have limited
their cost—benefit analysis to a simple cash flow
determination neglecting other factors involved such as NPV
and IRR.
I hope this will be o-f great use for my colleagues in
the Anqonave Shipping Company.
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The following study, apart from constituting a pre
requisite for the award o-f a Master Degree represents also a
great deal of the authors personal endeavour.
For the completion of this study, the author has used
many sources available in the well—furnished library of the
World Maritime University, most of them dealing with the
ship finance, a field in which the author took advantage to
go through in depth.
The author must say also that one of the various reasons
which led him to write on investment appraisal , traces back
to a -few years ago when a friend of him once declared “ never
carrying out an accurate cost—benefit analysis on his
projects since the profitability o-f same is ensured before
hand by the simple determination of its cash flow “.
Nevertheless, this study gives a different opinion.
1.1. Why Investment Appraisal?
It is recognized that banksprior to financing either
newbuildings or second—hand vessels, ask -for whether there
is a reliable collateral and risk analysis of the project.
Bankers want to know about the cash flow which will enable
them to appraise whether the investment is profitable or not.
Prof. Costas Gramenos from the University of Wales,
:1.
says in his book C “Bank finance -for ship purchase”, 1979, p.
32 ):
Before agreeing an application, the loan officer has
to examine the earninQ capacity o-f the vessel Cs) proposed
for finance , any other vessel offered as a collateral and,
more likely, other vessels owned by the shipowner. In order
to make this examination, which is an integral part o-f
overall credit analysis, the loan officer must know the
vessel’s income and expenses. More specifically, he has to
satisfy himself that a first class charter may be arranged
and must appraise accurately the statement of running/voyage
expenses”
Thus, the main concern a-f the company is to work out
the cash flow of the investment, in other words, an
investment appraisal must be carried out which will enable
both to know about the profitability of the investment so
that it can decide or not to take the loan on the one hand,
and the lender to know about the viability of same project in
order to secure the repayment of his principal and interest,
on the other hand.
Investment appraisal is also a decision making tool
in the company. It does not only apply to vessels but also
to other fixed assets which are expected to produce revenues
to the company due to their employment e.g trucks employed
in the inland transportation of containers. Fixed assets
such as cars for employees and computers are not included in
that scheme.
It does not make any sense to appraise an investment on
those fixed assets which do not bring in revenues. This is
linked to the fact that the return expected on the money
invested is supposed to be granted by the level a-f those
revenues, thus., a given fixed asset must be worth it.
Investment appraisal in its part dealinq with risk
analysis enables the company to anticipate measures with a
view to eliminate to a certain extent risks rather than incur
unnecessary losses. Using investment appraisal by applying
correct techniques and methods of a project’s evaluation, the
decision makers are fully aware o-f the rate a-f return they
expect on their investment. This is provided by the Internal
Rate of Return techniques.
1nother view of the issue is that despite the fact
banks in recent years have become cash flow oriented, the
cash flow a-f the project as a -future value is not enough to
appraise an investment due to the inflation -factor. Prof.
Gramenos again says in his above referred book, page 36:
“On the other hand, other factors such as inflation.. -
May Jeopardize regular service of debt.”
It results then, the cash flow as an expected income
must be turned into present values through a discount factor
which includes the expected inflation rate. This is also
provided by the investment appraisal.
Finally, investment appraisal is the only way which
enables all decision makers to judge positively or negatively
with a certain degree of authority about any given investment
project whether a large or a small one.
1.2. Why a Contract of A-ffreightment ( C..O.A.) 7
Financing a-f newbuildings and second—hand vessels is
becoming more and more difficult these days because banks are
so reluctantly regarding that especially when dealing with
developing countries. It appears there is no way out -for the
potential shipowner who wants to get involved in this
international industry. How can he obtain finance for
purchasing a vessel when the banks and other financial
institutions are so adverse by requesting more and more
reliable securities in order to secure -full repayments a-f
their money invested? A possible way out could be purchasing
a vessel either from raised funds or -from local recruitments
of -funds in other words, to recruit potential shareholders in
a wealthy market.
This latter practice is becoming successful especially
in markets such as Germany where a segment o-f the german
population comprises mostly lawyers and physicians who are
investing their money in an investment company called “NVA”
Going back to the point, considering all the facts that
have been mentioned so -far, the best solution for the
potential shipowner is to arrange a C.O.A. because, in this
way, he is able to secure full repayment o-f the loan to the
bank. It is obvious that by doing so. the shipowner faces
some risks regarding continuation o-f full employment of the
vessel -
Therefore, the shipowner’s main concern should be
related to the fixture with a first class charterer in order
to secure the continuance of a C..O.A. and consequently, repay
the debt:
“A first class charterer may be broadly defined as one
LI
who has a long and esteemed record in the industry and is
therefore a “name” company, and/or is a company with a
substantial assets which are readily available for the
protection of the shipowner in the event of default”. (Pro-f.
Dr. Costas Th. Gramenos, 1979, University c-f Wales, “Bank
-finance -for ship purchase” p.. 34)
The decision c-f purchasing a panamax second—hand vessel
is related to the following reasons:
Firstly, a second—hand vessel because it offers some
advantaes e.g.:
“The vessel is bought at a fixed price, while a new
construction may entail acceptance of a variable purchase
price owing to the defensive policy employed by the shipyards
against in-f laction; the vessel is ready immediately after
conclusion of the sale.
Further, it must be stressed that timing is of paramount
importance for the purchase of a second—hand vessel..
Buying during a boom period will be a disaster i-f
followed by a fall in prices.. For instance, a purchase in
the tanker market in the boom period of 1973 could have been
disastrous if it had not been followed by a profitable time—
charter of long duration”... (Prof. Dr. Costas Gramenos,
1979, nr. 16 in “Bank finance f or ship purchase”, p. 10).
Secondly, a Panamax vessel because of the need to take
advantage a-f economies of scale taking into account the long
distance between the two ports (Fremantle and Luanda) and the
possibility of a ballast leg from Luanda to Fremantle.
It
Moreover in line with the economies o-f scale, a
Capesize bulk carrier could be purchased i-f there were no
restrictions in the Luanda Port including the depth of the
harbour and the length of the quay as well
Finally, it appears that the Contract of Af-freiqhtment
constitutes the best solution for a potential investor who is
willing to become a shipowner, to start with the business
because of a secure employment of the vessel which enables
him to repay the loan or the capital costs.
-I- -rI,J
ANGOLA: THE TERRITORY AND ITS MARKET REGARDING SHIPPING
2.1— GEOGRAPHICAL AND ECONOMICAL FEATURES
General situation:
The Republic of Angola is located in the west of
southern Africa between latitudes 4q22 and 1802 south.
longitudes 1141 and 2405 east. The area of the territory
is 1,246,700 square kilometers, with a sea coast 1,650 km
long and a land frontier 4,837 km long.
The neighboring countries are, to the north, Congo and
Zaire to the east, the Republic of Zambia and the Republic
of Zaire and to the south, Namibia. The maximum north/south
length of the territory is 1,277 km and the maximum width
from west to east is 1,236 km.
The population is about 8 million.
Natural resources:
Forests: Angola possesses great forests concentrated
particularly in the province of Cabinda. Wood of great




ebony, African sandle or iron wood.
Fishing: the coast of Angola extends over 1650 km on part of
the Atlantic coast line that is rich in fish, shellfish and
crustaceans of all sorts.
Water: the rivers afford immense facilities for hydraulic
power generation and it is believed that, for example,
exploitation of the Kwanza would allow generation 0+ 30
billion kilowatts per year.
Mines: Angola is a country with considerable subsoil
resources and other economic potentials such as oil, iron,
manganese, copper or rare ores in addition to marble
quarries. The principal oil fields being exploited lie near
to the coast, in the northern province of Cabinda and
Zaire. The diamond deposits to the north of Lunda are
believed to be the biggest in the world. Iron ore is
abundant in many regions
( Source: ‘I Angola: National
Reconstruction H, DIP/MPLA, 1985, Berger—Levrault, Paris “
2.2. MARKET CONSIDERATIONS
2.2.1. At National Level
It goes without saying that Angola as a country
devastated by war, provides great investment opportunities
mainly for the shipping industry. This is fully justified by
the length of the coast which is about 1650 km and the
existing inland waters, provided by the rivers Kwanza in the
central north and Cunene in the southern.
-
Moreover, due to her strategic location Angola could
organize inland transport for the cargoes destined to
countries such as Zambia, Zaire and north of Namibia through
Lobito and Mocamedes ports, respectively.
Angola was and still is facing a civil war which has
severely destroyed towns, agricultural infrastructures and
led to paralization of most small and medium size
manufacturing industries. Therefore, the country must be
rebuilt in a peaceful era. Thus, many investors representing
big concerns will arise taking advantage of Angola’s
agricultural and mineral resources (Vide description about
Angola).
Despite her agricultural potentialities, the truth is
that Angola will not be able to feed her population at least
for the first ten years of the post—war period without being
import—oriented essentially in grain imports e.g. maize.
wheat, rice, etc.
Wheat will have to be imported even over a period above
that, to meet the growing population’s needs.
This will enable, therefore, shipping companies to adopt
strategies in order to adjust themselves to new market
requirements by arranging contract of affreightments with
domestic shippers for transporting shipments ordered by
them.
Angonave appears at this point.
Nevertheless, it can not operate as a state—owned
company out of its pre—established routes as it has been
conceived for rendering liner services.
9
This is the reason by which Angonave must create a new
subsidiary company in order to penetrate new markets as a
result of shippers’s internal demands for external products.
It is known that the shipper in the tramp business has
the choice o-f ports taking into account the favorable level
of prices prevailing in the markets whose goods are intended
to be purchased by them. So , at a national level regarding
the above considerations, there are good investment
opportunities for all investors especially for the
shipowners. Another side o-f the issue lies on the existing
vessels’s tonnage, obviously at national level
Angola has three shipping companies: Anqonave, Secil
Maritima and Cabotanq. The former owns six multipurpose
ships with roughly 14000 dwt each whilst the second has
roughly four ships with 6000 dwt each. The latter is devoted
to the carriage of passengers and to coastal trade services (
feeders ) -
Thus,, one may conclude that the total tonnage referred
to above is not sufficient to meet shipper’s growing demands
-for import products. An overinvestment therefore made by
the shipping companies in the acquisition of a new tonnage,
would not be unwise, risky or unprofitable. On the contrary,
that would be a very profitable investment for shipping
companies and for the bankers since the latter are there to
finance the former.
2.2.2. At International Level
If, on the one hand, the national market is import—
oriented due to war devastation and subject to analysis of
the existing tonnage capacity owned by national shipowners,
1 0
on the other hand, the international market should be ELibject
to freight level of grain commodities and world demand for
dry bulk carrier supply services analysis -For project
purposes -
The table below shows the forecast a-F freight rates to
1996 for bulk carriers 50180,000 dwt and its index
development:








Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants, in “ Freight
Rates and Shipping Costs to 1996: Bulk Carrier and tanker
profitability analysis “, 1991.
It can be seen how a forecast shows the increase of
freight rates -From 1994 to 1996, which makes one believe a
reduction in the number o-f total tonnage for this market on
the one hand, and an increase of demand -for dry bulk
transportation, on the other hand
Figure 1 shows the average spot rates of typical dry
bulk trades. The maximum freight rate fluctuates between 30
and 35 USD with a tendency f or a short decrease. However,




AVERFE SPOT RATES OF’ TYPICAL DRY 8ULK TRADES
Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants in “Freight Rates ancF Ship-
ping Costs to 1996: Bulk Carrier and tanker profita
fig. 1 : Average Spot Rates of dry bullk cargoes
bility analysis”, 1991.
serve only as a guidance -for -freight negotiations between the
owner and the shipper under C.O.A.
For freight rate fixture in a C..O.A., both parties could
agree to adopt a freight rate within the range of a given
freight market level by inserting an escalation clause to
protect the shipowner -from any possible variations on the
cost items e.g. bunkers and crew waqes
Therefore, the freight fixture under C.O.A. must be
cost—oriented rather than market—oriented as it is the case
in the spot market because this is the best way to safeguard
shipowner’s interest as the market is so volatile!
Table 1 shows the forecast grain trade and shipping
demand development to 1996.
As can be seen the tendency of volume to be traded as
well as the demand for shipping services is increasingly
growing.
In the period to 1996 forecasts indicate that the grain
market wi 1 1 continue to be in a general situation of
oversupply, with continued high volume output in both the EEC
and the US for largerly political reasons.
It is unlikely that any far reaching alterations o-f the
EEC’s common agricultural policy will be noted before the end
of the study period.”(Ocean Shipping Consultants,1991,
peg - 112)
Trade volume Av.. Haul Ship. Demand
mu. tonnes > n miles ) (bil. ton. miles)
1991 200.0 5600 1120=0
1992 205.2 5600 11491
1993 210.6 5610 11815
1994 218.2 5625 1227.4
1995 221.4 5630 1246.5
1996 227.5 5635 1282.0
Table 1— Forecast grain trade and shipping demand
development to 1996.
Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants, Freight
Rates and Shipping Costs to 1996: Bulk Carrier and tanker
profitability analysis “. 1991.
Thus, the existing national tonnage is not so meaningful
in order to give an appropriate response to the increasingly
growing international demand for grain commodities. In other
words, there is a non—overtonnaging situation from the
supplier’s side and a very high demand from the shipper’s
side
Finally, this explains how international market
conditions related to grain trades favour greatly any
additional investment in the sector. Therefore, purchase of a
second hand bulk carrier, the Marisol, for grain





The aim of this chapter has been to give to the reader.,
an idea about Angola, her location as well as her economic
resources in order to allow a correct judgement on them vis—
a—vis the country’s engagement in the worldwide shipping
industry.
The abundant raw materials including those which are
part o-f the major dry bulk commodities e.g. coal , iron ore,
and liquid bulk commodities e.g. oil and gas, are sufficient
to influence the trade pattern in that particular African
region.
Moreover, the basics of an investment appraisal lies in
the market’s knowledge wherein the investment is going to
take place considering that there is no investment without a
market as the later provides all essential trade indicators
to a project e.g. freight rates, size o-f internal supply and
demand for commodities, interest rates and so on.
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FFI -rI-tF?
THE TIME VALUE OF MONEY
3.1. General
Whatever the project is, it is wise to consider the time
value of money regarding several factors such as inflation,
devaluation and others which may strongly influence the
investment. Without previous and careful consideration of
the above factors, the investment runs the risk of not
achieving the intended purpose or objective.
Therefore, the value of money assumes considerable
importance since the goods and production factors may be
subject to inflation. This fact, naturally, affects the
freight level which inevitably results in a decrease of
revenues and consequently in losses.
It is not an easy matter to forecast inflation but it
does not exclude the possibility to estimate it. In this
regard a conscious planner should rely on statistics which
are periodically published by the National Institute of
Statistics as well as other market reports. Although in
possession of valuable information, this is not sufficient to
precisely forecast the evolution of inflation within the
incoming years of the project. So, it is necessary to make
assumptions by using statistical methods such as trend
analysis among others.
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Trend analysis as a dynamic indicator shows how much a
given variable will change through the years i-f it is assumed
that the circumstances in which it operates will not change
provided that it keeps the same growth tendency.
As an illustration of this, i-f it is expected the price
of diesel will increase ten per cent in the year two, the
assumption is that under normal circumstances the price o-f
diesel in the third year will be increased by twenty per cent
as it keeps its growth tendency. Perhaps the market
situation will change so that can be stated a decrease on the
price of diesel in the coming years, but i-f so it does not
matter to the project because it will to some extent result
positively due to the reduction on costs which maximize the
revenue.
Whatever is the case, the best a project planner can do
is to bear in mind that prices whether dramatically or not
always change for bad or -for good. All the planner should do
is to project current prices with an upward trend rather than
downward price trends. A project with constant prices is not
a good solution because it seems to be irreal , essentially,
when considering changes on the producing factors.
3.2. Simple Interest, Compound Interest, Discount factor
If the capital deposited by someone at the year 1 is
equal to the amount he gets from the bank at the end of year
n>1 after its capitalization, then it is a simple interest.
In other words, there is no cost of capital on the deposited
amount.
The principal remains as a principal.
Compound interest, also known as interest on interest
reflects the increase of an initial deposit also called as
principal due to payment by the bank or other financial
institution of certain interest on that amount of money
through a given time Therefore, the compound interest means a
future value one is supposed to get at the end of a time
previously agreed.
The formula for calculating the compound interest is the
following:
n
(1) Fn = K(1+i) Source: (M. Thomsett,1989, “The
Mathematics of Investing”,p. 10). o
for n0 Fo = K(1+i) = K
1
n1 Fl = K(1+i) K(1+i)
10 10
n10 FlO =K(1+i) K(1+i)
where:
n= the number of years
Fn= the future value to be received at the end of
year n
K the amount of money deposited at the
beginning of year n
i= the rate of interest on the deposited amount.
n
(1+i) = the compound factor
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In the compound interest, one is dealing with a certain
amount of money ( principal) which will be increased after a
period of time has been occurred. In other words, the value
of 1USD (American dollars) in the future will not be the same
as today. In the future it will be 1USD and something else.
As an illustration of this, by applying the formula (1) one
gets:




F1 1(1.08) 1.08 usd.
The principal a-f one US dollar has increased from one to
1.08 USD due to payment a-f interest on it. Now the time
value of money will not be seen in the future but at the
present.
The question is: how much is one dollar worth today
which is supposed to be collected in the future? Once the
desirable answer is given the discount factor will be dealt
with.
The discount factor is the inversion a-f the compound
factor. It is the inverse because the time value a-f money is
not connected to the future but to the present stage.
Therefore, the question is made in order to know how much one
dollar is worth today which one is supposed to get in the
future The example given below represents the formula for




The formula in (1) is designed to find the value of one
dollar which is deposited or invested today, in the future.




n= number of years
k= the value of money today
i= the discount rate of the investment
fn= the amount of money to be collected in the
future -
n
The ratio 1/(1+i) is called discount factor. This is as can
be seen, the inversion o-f the compound factor.
—n n
(1+i) = 1/(1+i)
3..3.. Rate of Discount, Interest rate and Opportunity Cost
Discount rate is the rate which is discounted on the
investment. It applies to the future amount of capital with
a view to obtaining a present value. This present value will
be a value discounted at a certain rate.
Moreover, the initial amount of investment will be
absorbed through the years by the inflation. 8eing so, the
amount o-f capital investment will be reduced to a less value
under influence of deprecating factors so that in order to
know the real present value of the amount of capital invested
at the beginning a-f year zero, this same amount should be
discounted at a given previously established rate over the
19
project. That is the discount rate.
Interest Rate
Interest rate is a fixed percentaQe applied to the
amount of an initial investment. This percentage is
calculated monthly, quarterly and annually and has as a
result an increase of the principal. Most investors used to
adopt the interest rate designed -for long term deposits as a
discount rate for their proposed investment project.
Opportunity Cost
Opportunity cost is , simply, the money gained i-f an
investment opportunity is lost.
This means that a given investment opportunity may have
an alternative one. For an investor who possesses a certain
sum of capital instead o-f investing it by putting his money
in his bank account designed for a long term deposit which
gives him in return within a couple o-f years a certain
interest, the referred investor could invest the same money
whether by buying a house and selling it or purchasing a
fixed asset which gives him higher profits during its
exploration -
So, the question may be made in this way: how much did
the investor loose by gaining a new opportunity? Or even,
how much did the investor gain by loosing that opportunity?
It is a common approach that all investments carry costs.
What is then, the attitude an investor should adopt regarding
that costs? What would his opportunity costs be? What would
his benefit be?
His opportunity cost will, therefore be determined by a
rate. This rate can be either interest rate, discount rate
or cost of capital on a given investment.
Most economists agree that there is not difference
between opportunity cost, discount rate, interest rate and
cost of capital.
After all, if a company could raise money at one rate
and invest it risky free elsewhere, in a bank say, at a
higher rate., then the opportunity cost of project capital is
simply the higher rate! “ ( Dr. R.H.. Mole,”Basic Investment
Appraisal” ,pag..73, 1985)
3.4. Real and Nominal Interest
No country can avoid inflation affecting her economy to
some extent - Therefore, inflation is a phenomenon which is
beyond a particular economy’s will since it is opened
worldwide in trading exchanges.
Moreover, an increase in the oil price or in raw
materials import prices will considerably affect a national
economy by increasing local production factor costs..
Inflation appears, therefore, as an increase in the current
price level of goods as a result of an increase in the
production inputs. 8earina that in mind, inflation will
affect the value o-f money over a certain period.
An example is given in the fallowinq
An investor wants to make a deposit of 160 USD at an
interest rate of 9 per cent over 5 years. How much will he
get at the end of 5 years if he expects an inflation rate of
8 per cent per annum?
If the formula for calculating compound interest is
21.





F5=lbOx 1 .54246..4 USD
This means that at the end of the fifth year, the investor
will have 246.4 USD. But the investor qets that amount if the
economical conditions do not change over the five years which
is not so likely if there is no inflation. Therefore, that
amount of 246.4 USD will be reduced. Assuming there will be
an inflation rate of S per cent annually as the case study







As can be seen, this time the investor will only
receive 167.52 USD. In other words, he will receive nominally
246.4 usd as before but the real market value of that money
will be only 167.52 USD taking into account the inflaction of
B per cent. That means inflation reduces the value of
money.
That is the reason why one has to consider the real and
nominal interest. As can be seen in the example above, the






This means that at the end of the fifth year, the investor
will have 246.4 IJSD. But the investor gets that amount if the
economical conditions do not change over the five years which
is not so likely if there is no inflation.. Therefore, that
amount of 246.4 USD will be reduced.. Assuming there will be
an inflation rate of S per cent annually as the case study







As can be seen, this time the investor will only
receive 167.52 USD. In other words, he will receive nominally
246.4 usd as before but the real market value of that money
will be only 167.52 USD taking into account the inflaction of
8 per cent. That means inflation reduces the value of
money.
That is the reason why one has to consider the real and
nominal interest. As can be seen in the example above, the
‘1 ‘Th
rate(i) is called the nominal or monetary rate. If one wants
to know the real rate, he has to calculate it by applying the
following formula:
R=(1+i/1+I)—1 (Source: Dr. R. 0. Goss,Hand—
out “Assessing Investment in Shipping”, p. 205, WMU).
where
R=Real interest rate or net interest rate
after the inflation
i=Nominal interest rate or monetary rate
I=Inflation rate
Finally, the ratio (1+i/1+I)—1 is designed to correct the
interest rate affected by inflation..
rEF.
ELEMENTS OF INVESTMENT PPPRISAL
4.1= Investment Criteria: the Payback Period and the Rate of
Return
The pavback period constitutes one of the various
investment criteria -for many investors despite the weal::nesses
it evidences in projects analysis..
The Payback period does not take into account various
factors regarding the time value of money such as inflation.
It starts from simple assumptions made by the investors
willinQ to recover their money as soon as possible. They
rely their calculations on the assumptions that if in the
future they annually get a certain profit and that is evenly
distributed over the project under the same circumstances as
today, nothing is going to happen. They should, therefore,
have their initial investment recovered within n years.
There-fore the payback period is the number o-f years
within which the total amount of assumed annual cash flows
equals the original investment. For example, a company wants
to invest in a project worth a million dollars. The company
assumes treasurys back flows of four hundred thousand
dollars evenly distributed along the project. The pay back




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2. The Cash Flow
Cash flow is the money which is collected at the end a-f
a business year by a company or any institutions which
provide goods or services to a given number of clients or
customers as a result of a business activity.
It is aqreed that once an investment is made and started
of-f, it carries costs during its economical activity.
Therefore, the revenue or income that is expressed by
multiplying the price of goads or services by the quantity o-f
the goods sold is deducted by costs incurred during the
production process.
So the net result added to depreciation amounts to the
cash flow which is also known as net working capital. s is
shown below the steps that should be taken to determine the
cash flow are:
1 .Revenue(pricexgoods)
plus 2.Revenue on deposit account
3..Outstanding revenue
less 4.Operating and general expenditure
equal 5.Income before depreciation
less 6.Depreciation
equal 7. Income after depreciation and be-fore
interest.
less B.Interest
equal 9.Income before corporation tax
less 1O.Corporation tax
equal 11.Income after corporation tax
less 12.Dividend to preferential accionists(if any)
equal 13.Pro-f it or net income
8ecause of depreciation, the amount of money written off the
value a-f the fixed assets, is only a concept which means that
it does not represent a cash— out but a cash— in with a
view to replacing the fixed assets at the end of their useful
life. It must be added to the net income or profit stated at
the end of every year. Thus, the cash flow will be:
Net income + Depreciation= Cash flow
This, indeed, tells one about the need to subtract
depreciation and to add it again in order to avoid its
inclusion in the other costs of the company.
ELEMENTS WHICH LEAD TO CASH FLOW DETERMINATION
1 - The Revenue
There is no any difference between revenue and income
since income also means all cash during a certain period o-f
economical activity. The difference between revenue and cash
flow is that the former is an amount not deducted from costs.
Thus, the concept 0+ gross revenue or gross income. The
latter (cash flow) is the profit or net result o-F an
economic activity performed during a certain period of time.
Profit or net result can also be treated as net revenue or
net income which means that they are exempted from any
deduction of costs once they have been previously made. The
basis of calculating revenue or income is the price a-f goods
times the quantity of goods sold.
In the shipping company the price of goods is the
freight rate. As the shipping company does not sell goods
but transportation services to the costumers, mainly shippers
the freight is not multiplied by the services rendered to a
given client.. Because services can hardly be measured, a
freight rate has been convened, whether provided by
conference tables or resulted from an agreement between the
shippina company and shippers for a specific type of goods to
be handled or carried in the ship.
Therefore, the freight rate is multiplied by the
quantity of goods not sold but handled or carried in the
vessel -
2.Revenue on Deposit Account
This type of revenue does not -flee the general concept
c-f the revenue. It relates to the amount deducted from the
result of cash of the previous economical year at a
percentage equivalent to the interest rate established by the
lenders which is cumulative along the years of the project.
“The revenue on deposit account may be positive or
negative according to surplus or lack of cash”.(Dr. G.
Williems, H and—book, Le Havre.)
3..Outstanding Revenue
This is the amount a-f money which the company is supposed to
collect as a result of sale a-f a fixed asset whether
somewhere along the project or at its end.
Usually, the fixed asset involved is sold at the end 0+ the
project. For example the sale of a ship by her owners taking
advantage of the favorable market conditions.
4. General Expenditure
This relates to administrative costs, fixed costs of the
vessel and voyage costs.
5. Depreciation is by definition writing off the value o
f
a fixed asset during the useful time of the project.
According to the company’s policy, depreciation related
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to a vessel can be an accelerated or a straight line
method. Accelerated depreciation happens when the perc
entage
at which the value of the vessel is reduced at the end
0+ the
year and does not equal the years of the project.. That me
ans
that if the useful life of the project is determined fo
r five
years , the depreciation will be completed before
that
deadline..
The straight line method is that by which the value of
the asset is divided by the number of years of the u
seful
life o-f the project which is translated into an annual
equity. BIn most countries depreciation is provided
according to the law, within certain limits, and specif
ic
methods depending on the category of activity of the firm
.
The depreciation is subtracted from the original cost of
the
asset on the balance sheet. The most commonly used methods
for providing depreciation are:
1. Straight Line Method
2= Reducing Balance Method
Knowing the original cost of the asset and estimating th
e
anticipated duration of life of the asset, the scrap valu
e a-f
the asset, the depreciation is calculated as follows:
II
Original Value — Scrap Value
Life a-f Asset
( Prof. Pierre Houssin.,”Principles of
Management”,World Maritime University)
In this project the straight line method will be used
according to the law a-f the country assumed which is state
d
in the policy of the company.
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to a vessel can be an accelerated or a straight line
method. Accelerated depreciation happens when the perc
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at which the value of the vessel is reduced at the end
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year and does not equal the years of the proiect= That me
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that if the useful life of the project is determined for
five
years , the depreciation will be completed before
that
deadline..
The straight line method is that by which the value of
the asset is divided by the number of years of the u
seful
life o-f the project which is translated into an annual
equity. In most countries depreciation is provided
according to the law, within certain limits, and specif
ic
methods depending on the category 0+ activity of the firm
..
The depreciation is subtracted from the original cost o-f th
e
asset on the balance sheet. The most commonly used methods
for providing depreciation are:
1. Straight Line Method
2= Reducing Balance Method
Knowing the original cost of the asset and estimating th
e
anticipated duration of life of the asset, the scrap valu
e of
the asset, the depreciation is calculated as follows:
I,
Original Value — Scrap Value
Life of Asset
( Prof. Pierre Houssin,”Principles of
Manaqement”,World Maritime University)
In this project the straight line method will be used
according to the law of the country assumed which is state
d
in the policy of the company..
-
6. Corporation Tax
ccording to the law a-F the country a certain amount
must be remunerated to the -financial organs depending on the
Ministry 0+ Finance. That amount is subtracted -from the
gross pro-fit along the year which has a cumulative character.
For purpose of this project 50 per cent a-f the tax will be
designed -For remuneration to the fiscal organs.
7. Dividend
This is the amount paid to the shareholders at a certain
period of time according to the policy o-f the company. That
amount is a return on the capital invested by the accionists
mainly those who are preferential ones, in the company
because ordinary accionists are effectively the owners of the
company whereas preferential accionists are not the owners.
Therefore the company is not obliged to pay the former
unless there is cash enough to support payments out The
latter group are due to remuneration on their capital
invested at a fixed porcentage depending on the company’s
pa1 icy -
Finally, the preferential accionists or shareholders
carry limited voting rights.
4.3. Investment Decision: Net Present Value and Internal
Rate of Return
Net Present Value is the most important piece o-f an
investment project since it helps the investor in making
judgement about the profitability of the investment at the
end of its estimated useful life.
Net Present Value is by definition the sumation of
discounted cash flows deducted from the initial investment of
the project. It is a golden rule that for an investment being
acceptable the net present value must be greater than zero:
Z cfn—I > 0
where
Z Symbol for sumation
c+n= Discounted cash flows -for the year n
1= Original Investment in the year zero
Therefore, to come to the new present value the revenue
statement has to be calculated first. Once the cash flows
have been determined they have to be discounted in order to
get present values according to the following:
Cash Flows D. factor Pr. values
year 1 2250000 x 1/(1+0.0B)**1= 2083333
year 2 2040000 x 1/(1+0.08) **2= 1748971
year 3 1100000 x 1/(1+0.08)**3 873215
4705519
less original investment 4000000
net present value 0705519
8 per cent is the discount rate
** exponential symbol
The result is that the NPV>0 is positive. The statement
that NPV>0 is the starting point to make a positive judgement
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about the project’s profitability. Now, -for calculating
Internal Rate of Return many attempts have to be made by
increasing the discount rate during three years until the
present value sumation equals the original investment so
that in the end the net present value equals zero.
In the above example, the Internal Rate of Return by
adjusting the discount rate (i), an IRR somewhere between 18
and 197. is obtained. Thus, iT!. is above the cost of capital
which is 87., indicating that the project allows some
earnings to Angotramp Limited. The earnings could be
reinvested in a new business according to the company’s
investment strategies.
The IRR in opposite to the net present value is a
relative measure whereas NP’) is absolute . Internal Rate o-f
Return is more concerned with the quality of the project,
while the NPV is with the quantity of money which gives the
investors a better idea about how much they are supposed to
get, by how much they will become wealthier.
Many economists prefer to deal with the IRR rather than
the NP’). However, the NP’) is still considered to be the
universal best measure + or project decision making although
the IRR defines precisely the rate which is
expected by the company.
The author’s view point is that in a decision making
process, it should be both taken into consideration with
a view to getting a clearer picture
Finally, Internal Rate of Return has been defined as
being the discount rate which equals the net present value of
an opportunity of investment to zero.
0
Summary:
The aim of this chapter has be
en to discuss the
importance of inflation in the valu
e a-f money. In other
words, the mathematics of investing a
certain sum today to be
collected in the future.
Moreover, the chapter has provided a
n essential theory
regarding elements which once worke
d out could lead the
project to achieve results which are
closer to the truth,
that is to say that i-f in a given c
apital investment the
in-flaction rate is not taken into a
ccount, the results can be
-falsified as one dollar invested toda
y will not correspond to
one dollar collected tomorrow in its
real value.
That is why a real interest rate must
be determined -f or
a project.
Furthermore., if one wants to know how m
uch future money
is worth today, in other wards, by t
he time the money is
invested, those future values hav
e to be discounted by using





This project is designed to purchase a second hand
panamax vessel to carry goods in bulk, essentially grain, on
the basis o-f a shipping contract signed between Anqotramp
Ltd, and the Ministry of Industry for food supplies. The
grain (wheat) is supposed to be carried by Anqotramps
panamax vessel Marisol , between Luanda port and Fremantle
(Australia)
The creation of Anqotramp Ltd is designed to bring new
business to Anqonave—Holding on the one hand, as well as to
enable it to collect additional revenues in foreign
currencies in order to reduce the strict dependence on the
national foreign exchange budget.
On the other hand, the project has been conceived in
order to alleviate Angonave of the exceeding staff whether
shore based—adrninistr ative or crewl since they will he
distributed in the various sectors of Anqotramp Ltth
Anqotramp on the contrary, will conduct only tramp
business taking advantages of oportunities to find
employments f or the Marisol , seeking in this way to increase
revenues per voyage due to maximum utilization of the
vessel’s carrying capacity.. However, for investment
appraisal purposes, the additional revenues, which might be
collected from additional contracts of a+-freightment when
34
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fixed will not be included with a view to having a better
estimate regarding -further financial needs.
The bill to be paid for Angotramp’s services by domestic
and foreign users will be in foreign currencies translated to
American dollars regarding the need the company will have in
building up the funding of the vessel. Nevertheless, further
arrangements can be made regarding the payment of services
rendered to domestic users in the local currency since the
cash statement allows it
5.1.1. Vessel Description
Marisol “ rn/v






DWT 61&)4 lts on 40 ft.
7 HO / 10 HA
Grain Capacity 2679000 CFT





Angotramp’s headquarters, will be located in the
building of Anqonave—Holding in Luanda, capital of
the
Republic of Angola. For its activities whether in domestic
ports (Lobito and Mocamedes) or abroad, the company will be
served by husbandry agents who will look after company
interests in those ports.
5.1.3.. Personnel Employment
The project is estimated to employ 25 men -for crewing
with the annual coefficient of rotation of 50 per cent an
d 10
persons for shore based administrative personnel.
Regarding the crew, its management as well as the
technical management of the same vessel, will be in c
harge o-f
Angoshima Ltd another Angonave subsidiary.. The remuneration
due to Angoshima for rendering its services to Angotramp in
the light c-f maintenance and crewing will correspond to a
certain fee calculated on the basis of a time charte
r
equivalent which will be subject to discussion and consequen
t
agreement stated further in the management contract between
Anqotramp and Angoshima.
5.1.4. Project Funding
The project will be funded with equity and bank loan
from a state commercial bank with the right on mortgage on
the same vessel at the rate c-f 7 per cent plus additional
s c-f
2 per cent for bank administrative costs and compensation t
o
the bank for the incoming dollar fluctuations due to






























































































































































































































































































Furthermore, equity, composed of shares of th
e
shareholders, will -Fund the fixed assets except
the vessel
and the net working capital for the first voyage
whereas the
long term loan will fund the purchase of the m
otor vessel
Marisol . The Long term loan due to the mortg
agee, will be
redeemed at the end of every year by annual a
nnuity plus
interest
5.1.5.. Date of Realization
The project has been conceived to start at the
beginning
0+ 1994 and will extend over 7 years as it
stated in the
Contract o-f A+-freightment.. Nevertheless, the c
ontract will
be reviewed at the end of every year in
order to make
adjustments resulting from possible change
s in the market.
5.2. Sources c-f Funding
There are two ways of financing a ship: by equity
or
debt. The former relates to the employment of
internal own
funds whilst the latter is related to the am
ount of money
which flows from outside to inside the company
. That means
that the money for purchasing the ship comes fro
m external
funds such as banks and other financial insti
tutions.
The advantage o-f financing the purchase of a sh
ip with
equity lies in the fact that as the shipping
market is so
volatile, sometimes unprofitable, the shipo
wner is not
committed to pay out for any interest and debt
repayments.
The financing by debt implies a strong com
mitment made by the
Furthermore, equity. composed 0+ shares o-f the
shareholders, will -Fund the -fixed assets excep
t the vessel
and the net working capital -for the first voy
age whereas the
long term loan will -fund the purchase of the
motor vessel
Marisol. The Long term loan due to the mo
rtgagee, will be
redeemed at the end of every year by annual
annuity plus
interest.
5.1.5. Date of Realization
The project has been conceived to start at th
e beginning
of 1994 and will extend over 7 years as it
stated in the
Contract of i++reiqhtment. Nevertheless, the
contract will
be reviewed at the end o-f every year in or
der to make
adjustments resulting from possible changes
in the market.
5.2. Sources c-f Funding
There are two ways of -financing a ship: by equ
ity or
debt. The former relates to the employment
of internal own
funds whilst the latter is related to the
amount o-f money
which -flows -from outside to inside the company.
That means
that the money for purchasing the ship comes
-from external
-funds such as banks and other financial in
stitutions.
The advantage o-f financing the purchase of a ship
with
equity lies in the fact that as the shipping
market is so
volatile, sometimes unprofitable, the s
hipowner is not
committed to pay out for any interest and de
bt repayments.
The financing by debt implies a strong c
ommitment made by the
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shipowner to his creditor in terms of capital re
payments and
interest which may put him in a difficult
position i-f the
market conditions suddenly deteriorate.
Martin Stopford says in his book “ Maritim
e Economics “,
1988, p. 114: “ We know that the shi
pping market is very
volatile with alternating periods of
profitable and
unprofitable operations. A shipowner who p
urchases a ship
from his own funds is the sole owner of t
he ship and is
entitled to the profit made with that vessel.
H e must rely
on periods of profitability to compensate
-for periods of loss
and provide an adequate average return on c
apital . “ ( Martin
Stop-ford, 1988, “ Maritime Economics”, pag
e 114 ).
Therefore, the author agrees with the
fact that
financing by equity means does not involve the
shipowner in
any obligation in relation with capital cos
ts. He can even
run his vessel with a freight rate enoug
h to cover his
operating and voyage costs.. About financing
by debt Martin
Stopford says:
the provider of debt finance has no right to sh
are in
any profits that may be made but he has a l
egal right to
receive regular payments of capital and inter
est however bad
market may be.” C “Maritime Economics”, page
114, 1988. ) -
For the purpose of this project as the company
Angotramp
does not have funds enough and considering the
-fact it has
signed a shipping contract with the Ministr
y of Industry
which grants full employment of the ship, it h
as been decided
to finance the purchase of the bulk carri
er Marisol by




As shipping is a capital intensive business, it happens
very often that people or companies who do not have their own
funds to purchase a ship, try to obtain them from financial
organizations. These once requested, will ask for a
security which grants -full repayment of the loan by the
borrowers.. On the one side there are then, the lenders and
on the other side, the borrowers. In the case of mortgage,
the lenders are called mortgagees as the borrowers are
treated as mortqagors.
The mortgage is the loan given by the bank to a
shipowner by which the lender has the right to exercise a
lien on the vessel in order to secure full payment of the
vessel by the borrower. So, the lien on the vessel protects
the creditor in the event of shipowner’s default by deciding
to take possession o-f the vessel and selling it with a view
to recovering his money..
Therefore, mortgage is, in effect, a banker’s guarantee
or security.
The mortgage would seem to constitute an ideal
security since it allows the mortgagor to continue his
business as a going concern, while protecting the mortgagee’s
security in the event of default by the owner debtor. “ (
Yves Boixel, 1992 “ Maritime Law”, hand—out, World Maritime
University ).
When mortgage is completely repaid it is said that
mortgage has been discharged..
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5.3. Investment Cost Data
Running -Fixed and bunker costs including da
tas on -fuel
and/or diesel consumption per day, hav
e been obtained -from
Ocean Shipping Consultants Freight
Rates and Shipping Costs




Port costs, both -For Luanda and Frema
ntle ports have
been assumed by the author for the pur
pose of this project.
Assumptions have also been
made regarding
loading/discharging rates and waiting
time -for both ports.
The same applies to the price of the
vessel and the length +
li-fe of same vessel ( sixteen years ) -
Running Fixed Costs ( estimated )
of a Panamax Dulk
Carrier ( 55—80000 dwt ) for 1994 year
.
in US dollars )
Manning 1496000







Interest 1935000 at 9X
interest of vslcost







Australia ( Kwinana ) 30,OflO usd pe
r call
Angola ( Luanda ) 15,000 usd per
call
Stevedoring costs: FIOT basis
Other Relevant Datas
Port c-f Fremantle:
Loading rate ( kwinana ) : 200






Rate of discharge: 450t/h wwd 8
hours shinc
Depth alongside the quay: 1C).36 m
waiting time: one day
5.3.1. Freight Calculation
Freight or payment -for the service
s rendered by the
shipowner for carrying goads by s
ea from A to B , made by the
charterer, the person who hires th
e vessel, can be calculated
either cost—oriented or market—o
riented. However, the latter
serves only as an indication of res
triction which shows the
level up to which the market can b
ear. In other words, it
serves as a rate of confrontatio
n based on shipowner costs.
If the market level is above that
based on costs this fact
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encourages the shipowner to increase his
freight level - If
it is below the shipowner’s frei
ght level, this will
discourage the latter by putting
him in a position of a price
taker, which will make him incur in
a voyage with loss.
There-fore, -for calculations purposes,
it is advisable to
use break even, the worst possible
freight level.
Freight calculation depends much on
the type of charter
by which the charterer agrees
to hire a vessel -from the
shipowner.. Thus, the method
o-f calculating the freight
varies according to the two type
s of charter: voyage and time
charter.
5.3.11. On the Voyage Charter 8as
is
The man in charge of the project
should at this point
analize the following costs:




Running fixed costs comprising
manning, repairs and
maintenance, insurance and adm
inistration costs, will be
divided by the number of days i
n a year deducted from the
time the ship will be in off
—hire and multiplied by the
number of days intended for the
voyage. When divided by the
number of days in a year, the re
sult will be the daily fixed
costs of the ship which represent
s at the same time the time
charter equivalent. This me
ans that in the case that the
shipowner wants to hire his ve
ssel on the time charter basis,
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the lowest level of negotiation
will be his daily fixed
costs.
Therefore, he will manage in o
rder to fix the time
charter hire above his daily fix
ed costs with a view to
making a profit taking into acco
unt that the rest of costs
related to the voyage will be fo
r the charterer’s account.
Regarding capital costs, some au
thors include them in the
running fixed costs. The auth
or thinks that they must be
treated separately only when con
sidering a single voyage for
operational purposes. However
, in the case of consecutive
voyages, as it may be in C.O.A
. and in the liner trades,
capital costs should be include
d into fixed costs of the
vessel taking into account deb
t repayments.
Capital costs comprise deprecia
tion , interest on loan
and capital repayments. Each
of them must be divided also b
y
365 days less the days the sh
ip is supposed to be in of f—
hire, multiplied by the number
of days for the voyage with a
view to obtaining the real f
igure to be discounted fo
r
repayment ‘s purposes
Voyage costs are related to th
e costs and charges the
owner has to pay for performin
g the voyage. Harbour dues,
channel dues, pilotage, towage
, boatmen and bunkers fall in
that category. Partial voyage
results representing all cost
items are summed up and divide
d by the number of tonnage t
he
ship is supposed to carry i
n the voyage.
Thus, one gets the cost of t
he cargo per ton.. This
figure represents consequently
, the break even point for th
e
shipowner for the intended voya
ge so that he has to seek a
figure above that costs per to
n and fix a freight which i
s
in this case expressed in
USD dollars per ton.
When fixing the freight rate
in the case of a single
41
voyage, the planner m
ust consider a reas
onable profit margin
which enables him
to build up finan
cial commitments on






missions the owner w
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have to face with.
There is no rule fo
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ing costs, they ar
e not usually a
primary concern fo
r the shipowner as
he leaves them +or
the
charterer. A voy
age charter is in
most of the case
s,
per-formed either b
ased on F.I.O.S.. (
if general cargo
), or
F.I.O.T. ( bulk c
argo ) basis which
means that all c
osts
related to cargo h
andling are for the
charterer’s accoun
t.
The reason for tha
t is that nobody
else knows better
about the port co
nditions at both en
ds except the cha
rterer.
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t. Whatever is th
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ost cases, the dem
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rate is a matter of
negotiations and
from talks with f
irst
class brokers, it
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5.3.1.2. On the Time Charter Basis
Unlike voyage charter-, -freight calculati
ons on time
charter basis only accounts for the daily
fixed costs plus
capital costs, the shipowner will have to
cover on the base
of which he will fix a hire rate which is
supposed to be
multiplied by the number of days during
which the vessel will
be on—hire.
However, additional costs will have to be
considered
regarding the quantity o-f fuel which wi
ll be burnt during the
trip performed between the port where the
vessel is opened
and the one where she is supposed to be
delivered to the
disponent owners.
Thus, the costs involved in this ballas
t leg around the
fuel, port and canal dues will no
rmally be for the
shipowner’s account. Nevertheless, som
etimes the shipowner
succeeds in getting a ballast bonus paid
from the charterer
or disponent owner for the referred b
allast leg.
Before fixing the hire rate, the shipowne
r should know
first his time charter equivalent which
straight forward
corresponds to his daily fixed costs. N
evertheless, these
costs must be competitive within the m
arket rate level. The
planner must not forget that one can ha
rdly influence the
market rate. This constitutes a big c
hallenge and incentive
to the shipowner in order to reduce th
e level of his time
charter equivalent or daily fixed co
sts.
Once the hire is fixed and multiplied b
y the days on—
hire, the amount resulting from thi
s operation must be
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deducted from the amount designed for payments of the address
commission and brokerage. Costs involved during the on—hire
time from the port of delivery will be for the charterer’s
account who is also called the disponent owner due to the
fact that the vessel once delivered to him is at his full
disposal and responsibility.
Any quantity of bunker’s remained on board the ship
prior to delivery of the vessel, will be reimbursed by the
charterers to the shipowner. The opposite will happen prior
to redelivery of the vessel. Thus, the planner should
consider the reimbursement as an extra income which is
supposed to be added to the net income C r.!re rate x days —
commissions ) -
Demurraqe in this case is not the shipowner’s concern
since whatever the time spent in ports does not affect the
hire rate as it accounts for the whole period the vessel is
on—hire either on a daily or monthly basis.
lisinq the same datas for the project, The following
example of a freight calculation on the time charter basis
is given:
Days on—hire: 335 days
Days off—hire: 30 days
46
















8799 179: 335=26266 usd
Time charter equivalent: 26266 usd
Voyage duration: 53.6 days
Lump sum hire: 26266x53.61407857.6 usd
Net lump sum hire: 1407857..6—3.757=1355062.9
4
Therefore, daily hire will be 26,266 USD 57. MOLO
O (more
or less on oiner’s option) . The amount of 375
7. applies to
address commission and brokerages (both the
shipbroker and
charterbroker).
The above example justifies the formula:
Net incomehire ratexdays—commissions.
5.3.1.3. On the C.O.A. Basis
The author says from his experience it is very rar
e to
have a C.OA. signed on time charter basis.
The most common
is to have it on voyage charter basis. T
hus, freight
calculation under C.O.A.. is done the same as
under the voyage
47
charter , expressed in usd
per ton, since is a c
ontract
signed in order to per
form a previously agree
d number of
consecutive voyages alo
ng one or more than one
year.
As a contract of cons
ecutive voyages durin
g a certain
period, the freight r
ate is calculated a
nd agreed between t
he
two parties (the owner
and the charterer) on
ly once, at the
beginning of the year
.
For example, obviously,
if some costs increase
during
the following months,
the freight rate will
be adjusted since
both contracting par
ties agree in the
wording o-f an
escalation clause. Lik
e in the voyage char
ter, cost items to
be taken into considera
tion are the following
:





A concrete example o-f a -f
reight calculation unde
r C.O.A.
will be the following
First of all, the plan
ner has to calculate
the distance
between ports. In th
is case, the panamax v
essel Mariso]. ,
is running Luanda an
d Fremantle ( Austra
lia ) ports. The
distance separating th
e two ports is 8,506
miles. Thus, one
has:
Days on—hire: 335 days





both directions: 18.7x2=36.14 days at sea
in ports:
Fremantle: 2000t/h wwd 24 hours shinc
thus,
1 ) 24hx 2C)00t48000t Id ay
55000t:48000t1. l4days
waiting time: 0
Luanda: 450t/h wwd 8h shinc
2 ) Bhx45Ot=3600t/day
55000t: 3600t15. 3days
waiting time: 1 day
total port time: 17.4 days
(3) at loading: 1.14 days
at discharg. : 15.3+116.3days
total days (round trip) : 36. 14+17.4=53.5days
number of trips per year: 335days:53.Sbtrips
bunkers:
fuel: 35tx 101 .7OusdIt35bOusd/day
diesel: 2tx239.3ousd/t479usd/day
fuel ( sea ): 3560x36.14128658.4usd
diesel ( sea ): 479x36.1417311usd
total ( +o+do ) = 145969.4 usd
diesel ( ports ): 479usdx17.4 8334.6usd




Frernantle: 30000 usd ( aprox. )
Luanda: 15000 usd ( aprox. )
total port charges: 45000 usd
Capital Costs:
(e,) depreciation: 21500000:16 years=1343750usd
interest rate: 21 500000x9= 1 935000usd
cap. repayments: 3071429usd per year






total operating costs: 2449000usd
Source: Ocean Shipping Consultants
therefore:
total operating costs: 2449000/year
(8) capital 6350179/year
voyage : 45000/per voyage

















the cost per ton is:
(12) 1804545..16:55C)OOt=
29.17 usd per ton
The costs with the agency
have been included in the
administration costs a
s well as the brokerage
and the address
commission as the broker
and the agencies would r
epresent the
office abroad. However, t
his is a matter c-f sh
ipowning
policy. 29.17 American




of at least five percent
should
be added to it in order
to make some pro-fit. N
evertheless,
this is a matter o-f ne
gotiation with the other
party. It may
happen that along the p
roject there is an incre
ase in bunkers
If so, the shipowner
must create a hedging i
n order to
cover the difference r
esulting from the incr
ease on costs
with the bunkers.
Assuming that during th
e next period only the
price c-f
fuel has been increased
from 101.70 USD/t to 11
0 USD ft.
Thus, the adjustment sho
uld be made having the
owner as
a beneficiary. Howeve
r, if the price c-f fuel
falls down -from
51
101..70 USD It to 90 USDIt, this will benefit the charterer
because the shipowner will have to compensate him. But, the
latter case rarely happens as the fuel price usually has a
growing tendency.
Going back to the increase in the price a-f fuel from
101.70 USD/t to 110 USD/t, before proceeding, it might be
necessary to disclose again the structure a-f costs in (11)
This time the disposition should be the following:
operating costs p.v = 391108.54
capital costs =1014132.62
voyage costs = 45000
(13) fuel = 128658.4
diesel = 25645.6
total costs 1604545.16
From that above, it can be stated that the participation
of the -fuel in the total costs is 128,658..4:1,604,545..16
which equals 0.08 USD. Total costs correspond to 55,00
0 tons
which are supposed to be carried in the voyage -from which
results a break—even—freight of 29.17 USD per ton as per
(12>. Thus, having all these elements, adjustment to the
freight would be made by resolving the following operation
:
55000tx0 - OBx (1 10—101 .70) 36520USD
Thus, the amount a-f USD 36,520 is the lump sum which
shows by how much the adjustment to the freight should be
made as a result of an increase in the -fuel of 8.3 dollars
stated in a given period.
The planner should know that the days to be considered
for freight calculation purposes, are the productive days in
which the vessel is on—hire according to (9) -
s can be seen, stevedoring costs and risks are
transferred to the charterer; thus, the contract of carriage
has been signed on F.I.O.T. basis which means free—in free—
out and trimmed,. In other words, the owner is free of any







fferent skills to b
e
successful require




e in equal positio







-F them should bear
in his mind the id
ea to
win or destroy his
counterpart. No







If the importer or
the shipper needs a
vessel to transport
his cargo from
to B, the same n
eed
applies to the own





s must come up
with reasonable
proposals in order
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Later on, as long a
s the negotiations


























make sure that the
y understand the
meaning o-f the word




clauses are not clear enough, then t
hey must be replaced or
complemented with additional one
s.
These additional clauses, are al
so known as the rider
which have more value than the o
riginal ones when it comes to
arbitration. Shipbrokers and cha
rterer’s brokers are experts
in the matter so that once they
are employed, may give legal
and adequate technical advice to b
oth.
The shipbroker and charterbroke
r’s role has not been
mentioned earlier because in most
cases of a C.O.A. , -from
author’s experience negotiations
are carried out directly by
the owner and the shipper. Nev
ertheless, whenever several
problems arise, and with a
view to avoiding further
complications, it is more su
itable to employ shipbroker
services.
Demurrage or despatch may be i
ncluded or not in the
calculations depending on the
owner’s expectations about time
to be spent in ports.
Adjustment problems may ari
se taking into account that
between two voyages the pric
es either o-f bunkers or por
t
charges may increase. The
re-fore, a bunker’s clause with
the
following wording should be
inserted in the C.O.A.
“I-f in a period between two o
r more voyages there
is an increase in the fuel
price, adjustment will be made
to
the -freight in lumpsum -form.
Moreover, the amount a-f thi
s
adjustment will be calcul
ated based on the differenc
e between
the previous level of f
uel price and the actual
level
multiplying by the ratio o-f
-fuel costs over total costs
and
-finally by the total cargo
tonnage intended for the voy
age.
The referred adjustment mu
st be made before the comme
ncement
c-f next voyage.
Payment o-f adjustment to be made by the
charterers or
shippers as it is the case, in a lump sum
of USD ( American
dollars > against invoice issued by the o
wner o-f the vessel
or disponent owner as it is the case
The ratio of -fuel costs over total costs is su
bject to
the terms a-F agreement signed by both parti
es until the day
of -First lay—day. ( source: broker’s adv
ice)
Nevertheless, both parties should be aware
of any
increase in the fuel price in due time th
rough the
acquisition of a platts oilqram bunkerw
ire “ which is
issued by a competent worldwide organizat
ion on a weekly
period
The following is an example a-f a
platts ailgram
bunkerwire, known by the short name a-
F “ platts “ among
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The aim of this chapter has been to de
scribe the
investment itself, its purpose , costs
and discuss the
skills of freight negotiations which le
ad to the fixture a-f
the agreement under this project.
Given the fact the investment consist
s a-f purchasing a
second—hand panamax bulk carrier,
a description about
physical characteristics of the vessel
had to be given the
optimum number of personnel to be
employed for the same
vessel -
The funding o-f the project at 100 p
ercent o-f vessel’s
costs aimed to expose the will d
omestic commercial banks
have, to give incentives to dome
stic shipowners whose vessels
are registered in Angola Althou
gh subsidizing local
shipowners, mainly state—owned co
mpanies, state commercial
banks want to ensure efficiency in
the management of those
companies so that a mortgage
has been imposed as a
collateral.
Furthermore, this chapter refer
s to the need of
elaborating a freight calculatio
n showing the point where the
shipowner breaks even, from wh
ich he will fix a higher
freight rate with the agreemen
t of the charterer and taking
into account the market restric
tion. Moreover, the contract
of affreightment could take p
lace under both regimes:
voyage charter
time charter
in the first case, the agreeme
nt would fix a freight rate of
X USD per ton whil
e in the second c
ase, it would fix
a





as well as the powe
r o-f the neqotiators
which lead to a













ion since it is d
efined
as an agreement wh
ich brings the ow
ner of the vessel
and the
charterer togethe
r with a view to
transporting goo
ds -from















acts “ which give

























s” does not suit
the purpose
here, as other w
ays of charterin










days do not sui
t the definition
purpose as well.
There-f ore, it ap




that one related to the
possibility a-f renegoti
ation o-f
certain items or clauses
of the contract along t
he project.
Thus, the contract of a++
reightment is a contract
which
involves two sides ( charte
rers and owners ) with
a view to
transporting goods from on
e port to another in
consecutive
voyaoes whether in short
or long run periods wh
ich enables
reneaotiation by both p
arties and the establish
ment of new
addendums on certain item
s whenever a new situat
ion arises as
a result of new market v
ariations.
The wording “ renegotiatio
n on certain clauses
of the
contract appears not to
be possible in othe
r farms a-f
contract e.g. time, ba
reboat and single voy
age charter.
Perhaps that fact is l
inked to the long r
un -factor as
contract of af-freightmen
t usually takes longer
than one year
Typically the C.O.A.
is recognized as a




certain parts and severa
l voyages.
None of these -features c
an, however, separately
provide a
basis -f or a definition o-f
a C.O.A. ( Lars Barton
and Rol-f
Ihre, 1990 II edition,
‘I Contracts of ffreightm
ent and
Hybrid Contracts “, p. 3
, ) ‘.
6.2. Standard Forms of
Contracts of A+reightment
There are two standa
rd farms of contrac
ts a-f
affreightment in use t
he Intercoa BC) is issued
by intertanko
in Oslo and adopted by B
imca. Intercoa 80 is inte
nded to be
used in combination with
the voyage charter part
y farm,
intertankvoy 76 or any o











The volcoa is iss








t intended to b
e used in comb
ination with a
oyage charter p
arty. As most o
f contracts of
affreightment





















ts “, page 5 ).
It can be state
d from the abo





























ies to come up






















































For the purpose of t
his project volcoa
will be used
because it is the co
ntract of a+freightme
nt which suits the
intended purpose when
dealing with dry bu
lk cargoes e. q.
wheat.
6.3. Letter of Nomina
tion
According to Lars Gorto
n and Rol-f Ihre in “ Con
tracts of
A-f -F reightments and Hybr
id Contracts “, 1990,
p. 82 “, Volcoa
especially mentions t
he situation where t
he parties have
agreed not to issue
a charter party for
each voyage but







. It also gives a gu
ideline about the
contents of the fix
ture note / letter
of nomination.
According to volcoa t
he letter o-f nominat
ion shall contain:
Description o-f the ves
sel
— Ouantity 0+ cargo
— First lay day and ca
ncelling date
- All necessary detail




( Vide volcoa clause 1
3. )
The letter of nomina
tion as can be seen fro
m the above,
relates to nomination of
the vessel which has to
be done by
II
the owner between a consecutive voyages to the
charterer.
The owner’s duty is to let the charterer o
r shipper know
whether the next voyage will be performed
by the same vessel
or by a vessel substitute, days b
efore the lay days
previously agreed by both parties for th
e given shipment.
Obviously, the owner is owed a confirmati
on of vessel’s
nomination by the charterer in due tim
e.
As already mentioned lay days within
which the vessel
has to call the port for loading the
cargo are previously
agreed under C.O.A. Sometimes, both
parties may agree on
F.E.S. which means Fairly Evenly S
pread and enables the owner
to nominate a vessel according to his
personal schedule but
in a fair way without any prejudi
ce for his counterparty. If
so agreed, the owner can take advan
tage of that agreement to
employ his vessel in the spot mark
et with a view to making
some money out.
The following is an example of a le
tter of nomination:
94.03.05 19:19
To: Logistic Division o-f Ministry
of Industry / Luanda
Att: Dr. Jose Amaro
Re-f: Nomination of vessel
On account of the Logistic De
pt. of the Ministry Industry
/ Luanda and as a cargo carrier
s we, hereby, nominate “ rn/v
Marisol” or sub. in owner’s o
ption to perform the second
lifting under coa Angotramp Ltd
/ Mind dated 5th October 1993
M/V Marisol “ or sub.





DWT 61604 LTS on 40 FT
7 HO / 10 HA
Grain capacity 2679000 CFT
Lay days: Fremantle 20th march/3rd April
Estimated Intake: ABT 60000 MTons
Look forward yr kind acceptance
Elstrqrds
Anqotramp Ltd I Silva Fortes
Nevertheless,, there are situations where a letter a-f
nominatiDn involves more than two parties. The situation
arises when a iven shipowner succeeds in getting a C.O.A
from a certain shipper but has no vessel with characteristics
which are suitable to carry out the voyages under the
contract.
Therefore, he will have to hire a vessel in turn -from
another shipowner. Thus, there will be two nominations: one
from the shipowner with a vessel to the other one without any
vessel and the latter in turn will give a final and definite
nomination to the shipperS
Upon nomination of a substitute vessel ( TBN ) , owners
should take some precautions about the vessel cargo space,
64
especially its cubic volume due to the stowage -factor o-f the
intended cargo to be loaded in, as he is dealing with
an unknown vessel
T..N. vessel must have more or less the same
characteristics reQarding type, fitness, hold dimensions and
speed as the vessel initially agreed in the contract by both
parties. I-f the owner fails to do so, charges may be taken
against him.
6.4. Example of the Contract between the Parties bound to
this Project.
The following is the Contract o-f +freightment signed
between Angotramp Ltd and the Ministry of Industry -f or food
supplies.
As can be seen, the agreement includes the contract of
a++reightment itself, the applicable charter party and the
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AUSTRALIAN WHEAT CHARTER 1990
RECOMMENDED by
The Documentary Committee of the
Baltk and lulernational MarItime
Couocil (BIMCOI. Copenhagen
AUSTWHEAT l990 Datedat Luanda
November
this th i rd da
993
Logistic Division of the !linistry of Industry
Charierers.
iDelete/Complrw as necessary)
1—It is understood b Owners and by Charterers of the Vessel that throughout
this Charirrpart the puny referred to as Shippers”
n t 1 e
2—That the Vessel, being in even way fitted for the savage shall, wi
th all convenient speed. after completion of her present solage. proceed.






all per tonne of 1.000 kilos Bill of Lading weight.
Thesaidfrcightshallbepaid 90% before breaking bulk, balance plus de-
murrage less despatch, if any, upon completion of dischar-
ge and surrender of laytirne statements for both ports.
lltsagceedbetween Angotramp, Limited
torship called the Mar i so 1 MI V
2 2 s 2 7 net tonnage register. and 6 1 6 0 4
Anoolan 4inistrv of Industryl
the,. Owners (‘Owners”) of the good
of the measurement of 3 7433 gross tonnage.







(This Clause 0 en. or t—’a pou
ow at r reusaatie, t,,p.tpl,,a. ,‘ui_.t. Lsper..ei in ‘-rilira .aec..j,..., , in ....e or i-n..
2
ma’ be varied ,,.., .,,... of Liii Cues, .._ ., I’b
ri Pfri.. Liii .dulaidu, Thaa.d n Euth ,L.jM,.12u..,.. to ..L... .4/,.. r.L....4 ,., 13
a.sregards
14
loading port at and there load accordin; to the custom of the port.
always afloat, at such safe dock, pier, wharf or berth, as ordered b’ the Shippers.
renege 5
the time of ‘‘ ..i. ti.’...
.k •h.. which the Charterers bind themselves to pros idetnot exceeding whit the
Vessel lb
chartering( can reasonably stow and cart’s in addition to her tackle, appar
el, provisions, fuel and furniture.
17
Shifting of 3—Shippers shall Isave the option ofordering the Vessel to shi
ft loading berths at Owners’ expense on one occasion at....h.loading port. ll
I S
Vessel time used for shifting between fIrst and second loading berths shall coun
t as laytime. ne. If tlse vessel it an detLrra.. ,s t.... ..n L.... ‘r
9
Should the Vessel be ordered to mos’e by the Port Authority all costs artsing
shall be foi’1.mo. account.
a r L e r e r S 20
Destination 4—Being so loaded, the Vessel shall proceed with all reasona
ble speed to discharge at Lu an d a — At, g ol a one 2 I
safe and always accessible anchora9e always afloat
and there deliver the cargo in accordance with Clause 18 at any customa
ry dok. wharf pier’6r berth as ordered bs Receisrrs or their
23
agents, where the Vessel can safely lie, always afloat, having been paid freight
at the rate herei her mentioned. ‘ 0 e 5 S t h a n 23
Orders for discharge at a second port. if any. unless given earlier, shall be




If the Vessel discharges at more than one port the discharging ports shall
he in geographical (mileagel rotation front the port or point sshrre









6—lit the loading port the cargo shall be delivered into the holds, loaded.
stossed and tnmmed, at the espense of the Shippers.
7—Freight shall be pasable at the rate of:















Declaration 8 The O-rne afi “paul pe r4”sg
•...‘i.. h.it ii.. Chipp... nf’.h. .. 5,, ‘1 eli’ “i Cl’-t.r. 42
of Loading Area having full range of loading ports, the Shippers shall
declare whether the Vessel is to load in Eastern States, or Yksiern ours 4)
fin Ballast before the Vessel is due offCape Town, Aden or Panama, provided that the
Master has given radio nou rs (telegraphic address 4.4
3MWheasbd Melbourne9 96 hours before she is so due. In the case of Vessels
V e Indian Ocean or Pacific Ocean area, 45
the Shippers (telegraphic address as above) shall declare Eat
V
ustralii loading upon receipt of the Master’s application. 46 -..
Upon receipt oft
V
cc aration, the Master or Owners shall telegraph 3MWheatbd Melbourne” advising (A) estimate
d date of 48
V oadirtg area/loading port, (B) whether or not she Vessel is expected to be ready to load on arri
val in accordance with Australian 49
Grin Leading £sandard. O”a.-’ lesal agr” “p
‘‘“ o“i”1”r., Ur.I’ so
Orders for 9 If pree,Aisg in ballast the .1isier shaD appiy is she Shippers4lelep
Iiie address 3 4V’L,,,shd f,, p. ,.,,d,. _ SI
Loading Port radio 96 hours before arrival at the loading area nominated under Clause 8
and orders for loading port shall be given by the Sbippg.S-riio 52
within 48 hours of receipt of Master’s application.
,,__,,..—‘.,“ 53
Orders for a Vessel wsth cargo for, or discharging in, Australia shall be given so the Master or
Owners’ AgenJ,54l1f’%ssel’s final discharging 54
port upon the Master or Owners’ Agents gis’ing the Shippers written, telexed or telegrap
hic no4,f’t& Vessel’s potition and expected 55
readiness, such notice so be given at least three days before her expected departure from ,dEàr
ging port.
Failure soso radio or telegraph or telm under this Clause shall not be conside,a’bf&h of this Char
lerparty. but if the Shippers are not so 57
notified, three days shall be added to the time allowed for loadin,,,,,,,,,,.,—”’
58
Upon receipt of loading port orders by a Vessel in .Ausj5a1iesf’ers, if the Master does
not intend thereafter to proceed to the loading port 59
direct, but via another port for the purpose ofiatefTiig, he shall so inform the Shippers. If aft
er orders for loading port arc given the Vessel 60
is delayed for at least 48 hours in all,ja-M5icr shall inform the Shippers b telegram or radio
gram of such delay and they shall hive thç 61
right of ordering Vessel by tej,isl5”or radiogram tO a different loading port in the sante State. if
such orders are given wtthis 24 hours 62
(Sundays. holidays anj5.SatOIdays excepted) of rece.pt of the Master’s selegram or radiogram: an
d such orders shall be acknowledgrd to the 63
Shippers by m or radiogram as soon as possible after receipt thereof by the Master.
V 6.4
or second loading port (if any) shall be given by the Shippers within 24 hours alter commencement
of loading at the first port, unless 65
Sur’cyas 10—Before loading is commenced the Vessel shall pass the customary survey of an Austral
ian Commonwealth Government Marine 67
Loading Port Surveyor, and a recognised Marine Surveror approved by the Shippers. Additio
nally, the Vessel shall pass any survey/inspection 68
required under State and/or Federal Legislation.
69
Loading I I(s)—The urge shall he leaded —ithin the tint. al’eued esipulated belay hated on she m.
.is eargu-qusatits spessitre in Cls..s_ 5 70
that the Vessel can receive at the appropriate pro-rate rate.
71
(ii For a mean cargo quantity above 5,000 tonnes tp to 10.000 tonnes the time allowed for loading tha
(days; ,, 72
(ii) For a mean cargo quantity above 10,000 tonnes up to 25.000 tonnes she time allo ding shall be
four (4) days: ‘ 73
(iii)For a mean cargo quantity above 25,000 tonnes up to 60,000 to me allowed for loading sha
ll be five (5) days; 74
(is’) For a mean cargo quantity above 60,000 to . imr allowed for loading shall be six (6) days:
75
All weather working days of utive hours (etcept Saturdays, Sundays, holidays arid days on wh
ich no work is performed owing to 76
weather conditio normal and customary working hours at the port) provided that Saturday shall co
unt as a full day if work is 77
pe at day, subject to a reduction of half a day if no work is performed after 1200 hours_Any
time lost on aw1kiig,owiog.4q_ ‘78
....tIt,.. .,dLns ehil nas seuni ..e. d..d SV.,,il, is sei,.all:, sep,..ed at ,r.rutsd ihe.J. see c I q D , 4 h q / I ‘
i...A...g r” •• -i” ‘c”—’ (“ri”'”' ‘i”ding is earlier) Irent 1 h,,,,,. .ft,,, SI,,i.,.,.,,—h,,_-e 80
received the Master’s written or telegraphic notice between 0900 hours and 1700 hours on ordinary working days and
between ‘ ‘. nourt hi
and 1200 hours on Saturdays, that the Vessel has pa’sed survey in accordance with Clause 10 and is ready to load at suc
h as may be 82
ordered b Shippers, whether in berth or not Order’s as to loading berth shall be given to the Vrssei upon receipt o
cc of her arrival in 83
the port.
84
Notice shall be gisen at the first port or place ofloadingonl.
85
If the loading berth is congested on Vessel’s arrival at or off the first or sole port of Ioaditg o carat she maybe pe
rmitted to approach. the 86
Vessel shall be entitled to give Notice of Readiness during ordinary office hours on
V there, with the effect that laytime counts as if she 17
were in berth and in all respects ready for loading prosided that the Master nts that she is in fact ready in all respects.
Actual time 81
occupied in moving from place of waiting to loading berth not to coun ytime. If after berthing the Vessel is found no
t to be ready in all 89
respects to load, the actual time lost between the time of this disco to the time that she isis fact ready to load shall no
t count as laytirne. 90
At the second or subsequent loading port (if any) the
V for loading shall count (Sundays, holidays and Saturdays excepted) from 1200 91
hours of the day of arrival at the port or so n she may be permitted to approach if the Vessel arrives before 1200 hours, and f
rom 92
0900 hours of the following da if the V arrives at or after 1200 hours, unless loading is commenced earlier, in
which case the time 93
shall count from commencement of ingV
Time occupied in changin s shall not count as loading time.
95
If separations ar uired the cost of such separations shall be paid by the Charterers.
96
The S vs shall hive the nght of sending the cargo alongside continuously (Sundays and holidays excepted) and she
Vessel shall be 97
to proceed with the loading if so required. In such cases all litinnul stevdoring,c sts n5)8Sl14Lg_reSult of working outsi
de 98
ardinary .Vai.)s1ig ha-s S_il he fr’r “ pptrs a”aauns s e e C I . , b , 1t I
—“
99
Cancelling)ases earlier,andiftheVesselisnotrcadysoloadatallhatches at (first) loading port by 1200 hours of
the Charterers shall have the option of cance , ic s all be declared upon notice of readiness 10
2
being given, unless more time has been lost an mentioned in Clause 9, in which case the cancelling elate shall be
103
correspondin e rpose of this Clause she preliminary 24 hours’ notice of readiness to load. stipulated for in Clause
II, 104




Stevedores 13—Shippers shall appoint the Stevedores at their expense. Without prejudice so the other provisions of this Charterparty, in partic
ular 107
Clause 6, all other costs of loading, together with any incidental charges shall be borne by she Owners.
101
The cargo shall bestowed under the supers’ision and direction of the Master.
109
Agents 14—At the port or ports of loading the Vessel shall be consigned so the Owners’ agent. —
110
At the port or ports of discharge the Vessel shall be consigned to she I’-. ,- -“.‘IOwncrs’ agent as the customary fee. Ill
l’DcIeie as Ipp,’opruie.l
Demurrage and 15—Should the cargo not be loaded within the time stipulated in Clause II, demurrage shall be paidat the rate of 7 50 0 U SD 112
Dispatch
113
(Loading) per rwswlwsg day, and pro rats for any part ofa day. Such demurrage shall be paid by the Shippers to the Owners day by day, when and where
114
incurred. 115
For all laytime saved as port or ports of loading dispatch money shall be due by the Owners to the Shippers on completion of loading and
116
shall be paid on she first business day following completion of loading at the rate of one halfof sIte
II?
Bill of Lading 16—Without prejudice to this Charterparty, the Master shall sign Bills of Lading for the cargo on she “A..,LL_t BI sill of Lading form
118
(freight and all terms, conditions, clauses, and exceptions as per this charter).
119




Strikes and Civil 17—If tite cargo cannot be loaded or discharged by reason of a strike or lock-out olany class of workmen essential to the berthing of the 122
Blockades Vcssel or to the loading or discharging of the cargo (which includes any stopsiork meeting not included in the relevant Industrial Award or 123
determination covering such workmen) or as a result of any blockade of the port arising other than as a result of war, any time lost by reason 24
thereof shall not count during the continuance of such strike, lock-out, or blockade unless the Vessel ts already on demurrage, but a strike. 125
lock-out or blockade by the Shippers’ or Receivers’ men shall not prevent demurrage accruing if by the use of reasonable diligence the could 126
have obtained other suitable labour. In the case of any delay by reason of the before mentioned causes, no claim for damages in respect 127
thereof shall be made by the Shippers or the Receivers of the cargo, the Owners of the Vessel, or by any other party under this Charterparty I 28
For the purpose of settling dispatch money accounts, any time lost by the Vessel through any of the above causes shall be counted as time 129
used in loading, or discharging. 130
Time for 18 Ti,,.e far diseharging shall .e-mm,nn (unless diauharging is esmm,nre earlier) s”,ni fpur hiirs after P’.esiee ,,f ll,.,d.,,.,,. h.,s 131
Discharging given during ordinary office hours, whether in berth or not at the first or sole port of discharge and on amval at the second y. or so 132
near as she may be permitted to approach. Cargo is to be discharged free of expense to the Vessel at the avers tonnes 133
per weather working day of iwents-four consecutive hours (Saturdays unless used. Sundays a .5 excepted) provided Vestel can 34
deliver at this rats. 135
If the discharging berth is congested on Vessel’s ams’a( at or o or sole port of discharge or so near as the may be permitted to 136
approach, the Vessel shall be entitled to give Noti mess during ordinary office hours on arrival there, with the effect that lavsime 137
counts as if the were in berth and i is ready for discharging provided that the Master warrants thai she is in fact ready in all 138
respects. Actual time - moving from place of waiting so discharging berth not to count as laytime. If after berthing the Vetsel is 139
found not yin all respects to discharge, the actual time lost between the time of this discovery and the time that she is in fact reads 130
Demurrage 19—Should the Vessel not be discharged at she rate stipulated. demurrage shall be paid at the rate of S e e c 1 . 15 -. 142
Dispatch 143
(Discharging) per awsai,ug,day and pro rota for ans part ofa day. 134
For all laysime saved as port or ports of discharge dispatch money shall be paid at the rate of one-half of the above rate ofdemurrage 145
Dispatch money, if any, as discharging port or ports shall be calculated on the basis of a weather working day o124 consecutive hours but an’ 146
time lost on a working day owing to weather conditions shall not count provided work is actually stopped or prevented. 147
Demuriage or dispatch, if any, at discharging port or ports shall be paid when and where incurred, and settlement to be made on completion 148
ofdischarge. 49
Laytirne at ports of loading and discharging lobe non-res’ersible. ‘ ISO
Lmghieragr at 20—Any lighterage incurred to enable the Vessel to reach the place of discharge shall be at the risk and expense of the Receivers of she cargo. 151
Port of Discharge any custom of the port or place to the contrary notwithstanding, but time occupied in proceeding from the anchorage to the place of discharge 152
shall not count. 153
Supervising 21—The Charterers, Shippers, Receivers or their respective agents shall have the right of being on board the Vessel whilst as loading parr 5) I 54
Cargo and/or discharging port(s) for the purpose of inspecting the cargo, checking the weight(s), and supervising their interests. 55
Exceptions, etc. Z Thu pras’iuient sf&eesins I and 8 ef Lb. Auus,alian g1 Carriage of Coeds Aot, 1931. and of ..rsialas ll1-(eseept Clause “, 156
VIII and IX of the Schedule thereto and any subsequent amendment thereto shall appl to , deemed to be 157
inserted ‘a. extenso herein. This Charterparty shall be ,leetn carriage of goods b’ sea to which the said Sections 158
and site said Articles apply an 0 rticlelofthesaidScheduleortoanysubsequent amendment thereto.)Jothing in 159
Liberties 23—The Vessel shall also have liberty to sail without ptlots, to call at any port or ports on the way for fuel, supplies, or any reasonable 161
purpose, to tow and be towed, and to assist vessels in distress, all as part of tise contract voyage 162
War Risks 24—(Al If (i) the nation under whose flag the Vessel sails shall be at war whereby the free navigation of the Vessel is endangered: 163
Clauses Or (it) the loading port shall, as a result of war or war-like operations be blockaded or export therefrom prohibited as any time 164
prior to the cargo being shipped this Charter shall be null and void. 165
)Bl No Bills of Lading lobe signed for any blockaded port and if the port of discharge be declared blockaded after Bills of Lading base 166
been signed, or if the port so which the Vessel has been ordered to discharge either ox signing Bills of Lading or thereafter be one in 67
which the Vessel is or shall be prohibited from going by the Government of the Nation under whose flag the Vessel sails or by an’ 168
other Government, the Owner shall discharge thr cargo at any other port covered bs this Charterpartv as ordered by site Charterers 169
(provided such other port is not a blockaded or prohibited port as above mentioned) and shall be er,tisled to freight as if the ‘essel 170
had discharged at the port or ports of discharge to which she was originally ordered. 171
)C) The Vessel shall have liberty to comply with any orders or directions as to departure. amval, routes, ports of call, stoppages. 172
destination, delivery or otherwise howsoever given by the Government of the Nation under whose flag the Vessel sails or any 173
department thereof, or by an other Government or any department thereof, or any person acting or purporting 10 ad with the 174
authority of such Government or of any department thereof, or by any committee or person having, under the terms of the Vi’ar 175
Risks Insurance on the Vessel, the right to give such orders or directions and if by reason of and is compliance with any such orders I
or directions anything is done or is not done, the same shall not be deemed a des’iation. and delis’er’y in accordance wish such orders 7?
or directions shall be a fulfilment of the contract voyage and the freight shall be payable accordingly 178
Prohibition 25—In case ofprohibition ofespors or in case ofany executive or lcgislatis’e act donc by or on behalfofthe Go’ernmeni of the Slats, Couniry 179
or Temsory of export where the port or ports of shipment named in this Charterpartv is/are situated, prohibiting export. any such 180
prohibition shall be deemed by both parties to apply to this Charterparly and to the extent such prohibition prevents fulfilment of this 181
Charterparty to that extent shall the provisions of this Charierparty be of no effect. Charterers shall advise Owners without delay of the 182
reasons therefor and, if requested, shall provide proof tojustify the canrellation thereof. 183
Sub-letting 26—No cargo osher than that provided by Charterers shall be carried without Charterers’ written consent, unless the Vessel is sublet The 04
Charterers shall have she right of sub-letting the whole or part of the Vessel, bus shall remain responsible for the due fulfilment of 185
the Charterpariy, 186
Cesser Clause 27—The Owners shall have a lien on cargo for freight, deadfreight and demurrage (including damages for detention ifany (at purl or ports of 187
discharge, and unless the Owners establish shat the same cannot be effectively exercised for reasons beyond the Owners’ control, the liability 188
of the Charterers under this Charterparty shall cease, except as regards Clause 7 (viz, payment of freight) when the cargo is shipped (prcvided 189
isis worth the freight, deadfreight and demurrage upon arrival at the port of discharge). I
Bunkering 28—Before loading she Vessel shall have the right of proceeding to and bunkering at any usual bunkering pors in Australia and/or 191
bunkering at she loading port. After loading the Vessel shall have liberts as pan of the contract voyage to bunker at she loading port and/or io 192
proceed to any port or ports as which bunker oil is available for the purpose of bunkering at any stage of the voyage whatsoever and mx hellie’ 193
such ports are on or off the direct and/or customary route or rouies between any of the ports of loading or discharge named in this 94
Cliarierparty and may there take oil bunkers in any quantity in the discretion ofOwners even io the full capacity of fuel tanks and deep tanks 95
and any other compartment in which oil can be earned whether such amount is or is not required for the chariered vos age. 196
General Average 29—General average shall be payable according to the York/Anlwerp Rules, 1974 or any modification thereof for the time being in force, bus 197
and she New where the adjustment is made in accordance wiih the law and practice of the United States of America. Ihe following clause shall apply: 198
Jason Clause
NEW JASON CLAUSE
1n the event of accident,-danger. damage or disaster before or after the commencement o
f the voyage, resulting from any cause whatsoever, 199
whether due to negligrnce or not, for which, or for the consequence of which. the carr
ier is not responsible, by statute, contract or otherwise, 200
the goods, shippers, consignees or owners of the goods shall contribute with the c
arrier in general average to the payment of any sacrifices, 201
losses or expenses of a general average nature that may be made or incurred and sha
ll pay salvage and special charges incurred in respect of 202 -
the goods.
203
If a salving Ship is owned or operated by the carrier, salvage shall be paid for
as fully as if the said salving ship or ships belonged to strangers 204
Such deposit as the carrier or hit agents may deem sufficient to cover the esti
mated contribution of the goods and any salvage and special 205
charges thereon shall, if required, be made by the goods, shippers. consignees o
r owners of the goods to the carrier before delives’y,’ 206
Both to Blame 30—If the liability for any collision in-whichihe-Vessel-is inv
olved while performing this Osarterparsy falls to be determined in accordance 20?
Collision Clause with the Laws of the United States of America, the following cla
use shall apply: 208
BOrH TO BLAME COLLISION CLAUSE
•‘If the ship comes Into collision with another ship as a result of the negligence of
the other ship and any act, neglect or default of the master, 209
mariner, pilot or the servants of the carrier in the isavigation or in the management
of the ship, the owners of the goods carried hereunder will 210
indemnify the carrier against all loss or liability to the other or non-carrying ship or her
owners itt so far as tuch loss or liability represents loss 211
of or damage to, or any claim whatsoever of the owners of said goods, paid or
payable by the other or non-carrying ship or her owners to the 212
owners of the said goods and set off, recouped or recovered by the other or non-car
rying ship or her owners as part of their claim against the 213
carryingthiporczrrier.
214
The foregoing provisions shall also apply where the Owners, Operators or
those in charge of any ship or ships or objects other than, or in 215
addition to, the colliding ships or objecss are at fault in respect to a collision or con
tact” -_ , 216
Oil Pollution 31—The Owners agree to indemnify the Charterers, their agents, or any
other party against any liability which may be imposed on them or 217
Clause which they may incur under any statute regarding liability for pollution of
navigable waters by Oil, by reason of any contravention of such 218
statute by the Vessel, the Master or any servant or agent of the Owners provid
ed that such contravention shall not have been caused or 219
contributed to by the party seeking to be indemnified under this Charterparty and provided
that the facts and matters giving rise to the 220
contravention do not constitute a defence under Article 3 Section 2 of the Intern
ational Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution 221
Damage 1969. The Owners’ total aregate liability in respect of any oil pollu
tion incident shall under no circumstanon exceed US Dollars 222
400,000,000 and the extent of the indemnity under this clause shall be limited to th
e difference between any liabilities, costs and expenses 223
incurred directly by the Owners and US Dollars 400,000,000. The Owners warrant
that the Vessel is entered in a P and I Association with 224
cover for liabilities arising out of any contravention as aforesaid.
225
No liability for demurrage shall arise from any delay or loss of time to the Vessel at the pocus)
of loading and/or discharge caused by any such 226
contravention nor shall any time loss by any such contravention count when calculating
despatch. 227
Nothing in this clause shall prejudice or deprive the Owners of their rights of




‘4 ‘4’4 -jJi (i”’) “do. by - Q—’nr to thi Chartarers as the
230
(at the last loading port if more than one) and shall be deducted from the frei
y. Vessel is lost on 231
passage between loading pocus, then . nt
commission upon the frciaht ott the Bill of Lading weight of the 232
- Qu,nta a’’- art “ I see ci 53 j 233
Arbitration 33(a)—A.,, A,.,,...,,, , ..L. this Chars.t..rty a. an, fLU at Lading .
.nd here4nder uis,.,g fratis .-re.,t. -.-Leh .,.as. 234
shall be settled by arbitration, at the Australian Centre for International Commercial
Arbitration. Mel o icsori,a, 235
Australia in accordance with the provisions of the Commercial Arbitrati
or any Statutory modification or 236
T h — re-enactment thereof
for the time being in force. Ea , an arbitrator. On the
receipt by a party of the nomination in writing 237
1 S C of the other party’s a appoint its arbitrator within
fourteen days, failing which the decision of the single arbitrator 238
t r a C t app” rr” i, h.. ..,‘., ,,r,i, -g
.k... .4ii u’-’r-- “-“ dfa-s’an jI...il b. final and iadin4’ 239
t 0 e g — .(b)—Any dispute arising under this Charterparty or any Bill of Lading issued her
eunder ether than provided for in paragraph (a) hereof shall 230
be referred to arbitration in London one arbitrator being appointed by each
party. in accordance with the Arbitration Acts 1950 and 1979 or 241
any Statutory modification or re.enactmcnt thereof for the time being in force. On
the receipt by a party of the nomination in writing of the 242
by En g 1 j — other party’s arbitrator, that party shall appoint its arbitrator within fourteen day
s, failing which the decision of the single arbitrator 243
k 1 ppointed shall apply. If arbitr
ators properly appointed shall not agree they shall appoint an umpire w




(c)—The arbitrators and umpire shall be commercial men normally engaged in
the Shipping Industry. Any claim must be made in writing 246
and the claimant’s arbitrator appointed within six months of the Vessel’s arr
ival at the fiiial port of discharge. otherwise all claims shall be 247
deemed to be waived.
248
Brokerage 3’ - aera-ens bralterice is ue us-en-ihiameni fearas.
to
249
34 to 55 . las attached hereto 250
It ts understood that C1aus,.. [t.. inclusivdare incorporated in thi
s Charterparty as far as applicable. 251
Signarure (Owners) Signa e (Charterer
s)
ADDITIONAL CLAUSES TO THE CONTRACT OF AFFREIGHTMENT
Dated on 3rd November 1993
35.
This contract o-f a-f+reightment is for six (6) shipments of
55,000/60,000 metric tons, mm/max, each, of wheat (semolina)
in bulk ( exact quantities owner’s option )
36.
Tentative schedule li-ftinQ proqramme as follows:
1st cargo: 6th Januar / 12 Februar
2nd cargo: Februar / April
3rd cargo: April / June
4th cargo: June / July
5th carqo: September / October
6th carqo: 28 October / December
37.
For each cargo the charterer will nominate a five—day
spread laycan, 22 (twenty— two) days before the commencement
of such laycan. At least 20 (twenty ) days prior to the
commencement of the laycan, the owners shall nominate
the per-forming vessel or substitute, all the characteristics,
ETA Fremantle and indication of the excepted tonnage to be
lifted. This nomination is to be subject to the shipper’s
approval within 48 (forty— eight ) working hours.
38.
Tonnage to be nominated by owners to be geared (gearless,
singledecker, selftrimming bulk carrier. In the owner’s
option the performing vessel to be max 20 years but for
tonnage exceeding 15 years extra insurance , if any, due to
h
1
the vessel’s age to be for owner’s account.
The vessel to be guaranteed, suitable -for grab discharqe
No cargo to be loaded on top of deep tanks, nor in bridge
space, nor in any other place not accessible for discharge by
means of mechanical grabs.
Should nevertheless, any cargo be loaded by vessel in places
not accessible to grabs, any time lost and all extra
expenses over and above, the cost of a normal grab discharge
at port of destination to be for owner’s account.
Deeptanks, tunnels and all other provisions within the
vessel’s holds are to be adequately protected against damage
by stevedores failing which, owners to be responsible for all
consequences. Charterers not to be responsible for any
negligence, default or error o-f judgement of stevedoring
employed, and claims for stevedores damage, if any, should
be settled directly between stevedores and owners.
39.
Master shall telegraph shippers ( cable: ?ustwheat Fremantle
) and charterers C Mind — Luanda ) on sailing from last port
also 10, 7. 4, 3, 2 days and 24 hours prior to vessel ‘s
arrival at Fremantle central point, stating date of arrival
On sailing from loading port, Master shall telegraph to
owner’s agent and charterers ( Manubito— Luanda ) stating
bills of lading, quantity, date c-f same and ETA to Luanda,
same to be confirmed by cable to 3, 2, days and 24 hours
prior vessel’s arrival at Luanda.
40.
The Master shall deliver to shippers duly signed bills c-f
e7
lading , receipts or other shipping papers covering the cargo
loaded into the vessel at port o-f loading as are presented to
him for signature by the charterers or their contractors or
agents without prejudice to the terms conditions and
exceptions of this charter, prior to departure of vessel from
Fremanti e.
41
Vessel will be loaded and discharge by shore or afloating
appliances and any reference to vessel’s winches/derricks or
winchment in this charter party to be considered null and
void -
42.
Vessel nominated is to have clear and unobstructed holds, no
centerline bulkhead and no woodsheatinq in any of the holds.
Vessel to be clean to receive wheat (semolina) on
presentation at loading port.
43-
Any damages done in loading/discharging by shippers/receivers
or their stevedores and consequences thereof to be settled
directly between owners and shippers/receivers or their
stevedores.
All vulnerable parts of the vessel to be sufficiently
protected against damages occasioned by grabs failing which
owners shall bear the consequences. Time used repairing
vessel when preventing discharge not to count as laytime. I-f
owners are unable to collect compensation for indisputed
stevedore damage then the charterers to make their best
efforts to assist owners in obtaining settlement.
R
44.
At the port of loading Austsea, ltd. shall act as vessel’s
agents for charterers and cargo interests only. Owners shall
provide funds for all port expenses.
45.
Vessel to be loaded at the rate of 48000 metric tons per day
of 24 consecutive hours ( weather working day ) Saturdays,
Sundays, holidays included. Laytime at load port shall
commence when vessel is in berth in turn , in every respect
ready to load in free pratique and entered at Customs House
Office, é hours after NOR has been given to charterers
agents.
Such notice may be tendered after arrival during or outside
office hours, Sundays and holidays included whether the
vessel is in berth or not. I-f loading begins sooner, laytime
shall count from actual commencement.
Time from 00,00 hours until 24.00 hours on January 1st, may
1st, DECEMBER 25 th is not to count unless used in which case
actual time used to count. If loading is not completed
within the period allowed, as provided above, Charterer will
pay demurrage in usd 7500 per day and/or pro—rata.
Vessel is to pay despatch for all laytime saved at a rate
equal to one hal-f demurrage. At discharging port same rates
to apply.
46
Time allowed for discharging purposes:
3600 metric tons per day c-f B consecutive hours ( weather
working day ), Saturdays, Sundays and holidays included.
Time to be non—reversible.
Time for discharQing to count from 08.00 hours a.m of the
following working day after the vessel is reported and in
every respect ready, and in free pratique, whether in berth
or not. Vessel to be reported during official office hours
from Monday to Friday.
Official office hours to be considered from 09.00 hours to
12.3C) hours and from 14.00 hours to 18.00 hours. In case
charterers/receivers can arrange to discharge before time
commences to count, Master to allow work to be done.
At discharging despatch money at half demurraqe rate on
workinQ time saved
47.
Overtime at loading and discharging to be for the account of
the party ordering same, but if ordered by port authorities
to be for charterer’s account. Overtime for vessel’s
officers and crew to be always for owner’s account.
48.
Master/Owners to comply with current regulations in Fremantle
harbour -
49.
New Jason clause, both to blame collision clause and Chamber
of Shipping UK war risk clauses are deemed to be incorporated
in this Charter Party and to apply. US clause Paramount to
be considered as part of this Charter Party and to be
incorporated in all bills of lading issued under this Charter
Party.
50
Any taxes and/or dues assessed on cargo quantity and/o
r
freight to be -for charterer’s account. Any taxes/d
ues on
vessel to be -for owner’s account..
Freight is to be paid at the rate of:
USD 30 / metric ton -Fiat
907. of freight payable before breaking bulk, bala
nce plus
demurrage less despatch, i-f any, upon compl
etion a-f discharge
and surrender of laytime statements -for both po
rts.
Freight payable to:
account nr. 3030 46 512 Commercial Dutch Dan
k in -favor a-f
Messrs. Angotramp, limited.
52.
At Luanda’s port, besides maximum draft, ves
sel not to exceed
following dimensions:
air draft ( waterline to top hatchcoaming
): 20 metters
during whole discharge. Beam: 32..20 me
tters
53.
In case of an increase in the bunker’s pric
e between two or
mare consecutive voyages, each dolla
r increased will be
subject to the application of a multi
plier which is fixed at
0.08 times the total quantity of cargo h
andled per shipment
within the range 55000—60000 tons.
An invoice filled properly up will b
e sent in due time to
charterers by the owners containning the
value corresponding




For each shipment a specific Charte
r Party will be drawn
containning the terms and conditions
of the present Contract
of Affreightment.
55.
An address commission of 2.507. is paya
ble to Charterers plus
1.25Z to Charterer’s brokers and 1.





ECONOMIC CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES FOR A PROJECT EVALUATION
7.1. The Revenue Statement at the end 0+ year n1,. . - ,7.
As it is recoQnized, the revenue statement leads to a
cash flow determination.. The amount a-f cash -flow w
ill vary
according to the -freiQht level along the business pe
riod as a
result of increases in the costs.
In other words, the amount of cash flow as future money
which is supposed to be collected at the end a-f the busines
s
year will be a-f-f ected either by the inflation or by
additional investments made along the business period by th
e
company.
For purpose of this projects as the -freight will be
earned in American dollars rather than in Kwanzas ( Angolan
currency ) due to the constant devaluations of the latte
r, it
will be assumed here an American dollar’s inflation rate o
f
two (2) percent per year which is -from the author’s point
a-f
view, perfectly reasonable considering the relative s
tability
of the American dollar vis—a--vis other currencies..
There-fare, a constant -freight rate along the project i
s
assumed with adjustments resulting -from the increase
in the
fuel prices, ignoring in this way, increases in t
he running
fixed costs as this is a matter of good sh
ipowning
manaqernent.. That is to say that the charterer does
not care
about the current level a-f fixed costs as it must be an
incentive + or the shipowner to lower his costs down through
effective management.
Regarding diesel costs, the author assumes they are
constant over the project -for practical reasons due to the
-fact that the shipowner is more concerned about the changes
in the price of -fuel which is rather costly.
Moreover, diesel consumption is not so high compared to
that of fuel. This fact reinforces the author’s assumption.
However, in practice the shipowner would take diesel costs
into consideration as they affect the total costs somewhat.
Going back to the dollar inflation, it is understood as
being the loss of the real value o-f the dollar instead of its
nominal value. Assuming that Angotramp’s supplier is located
in the Netherlands so that it has to import spare parts or
services from him. In the meantime the dollar looses its
parity -from 1L)ED=2 Dutch guilder to 1USD1.96 Dutch guilder.
It can be seen -from that example, that the dollar did
not loose its nominal value but its real value instead,
taking into account that the price of goods and services
imparted once quoted in dollars will cost two percent more
expensive than before.
This is in the author’s opinion the meaning of the
dollar inflation which will lead the spirit a-f this project.
Regarding possible increases in the port casts, they
will not be taken into account assuming that they are
constants along the project.
Furthermore, it has been stated that the first
reclassification, since the vessel was built, took place in
September 1991. The last drydocking toak place in November
74
1993 prior to the delivery of the vessel
Furthermore, it is Anqotramp’s policy that drydockinq
takes place every three years. The bill to be paid for
drydocking is assumed to be 300,000 usd while for
reclassification is about 500,000 usd.
Finally, it is assumed there is no tax
on incomes.
Regarding tonnage tax on the vessel , Ma
risol , it is payable
to the nQolan State and has been included
with operating
expenses
Revenue Statement at the end of year 1
Number o-f shipments: 6
Freight market’s restriction: 28 usd/ton
Freight:
Cargo 330000 (from 55000x
6)
Fuel adjust. 0
Revenue 9900000 (from 330000
x30)




Tot.. cap. costs 6350179
Tot. port costs 270000 (from 45000x6
)
Bunkers 925824
Net profit (95003) (from rev—tot. costs)
Depreciation 1343750
Cash Flow 1248747 (from profit.+deprec..)
75
Year 2 Year 3
Freight 30 30
Cargo 330000 330000
Fuel adjustment 8800 18040
Revenue 9908800 9918040
Operating expenses 2497980 3047939.6
Capital costs 6350179 6350179
Port costs 270000 270000
Bunkers 934624 952664
Net profit (143963) (702742.6)
Depreciation 1343750 1343750
Cash Flow 1199767 641007.4
Year 4 Year 5
Freight 30 30
Cargo 330000 330000
Fuel adjustments 27280 36520
Revenue 9927280 9936520
Operating expenses 2598898 2650676.4
Capital costs 6350179 6350179
Port costs 270000 270000
Bunkers 979944 1016464
Net profit (271741) (350999.4)
Depreciation 1343750 1343750
Cash Flow 1072008 992750.6
7$












Bunker adjustments except diesel ,












have been calculated for








By applyinq the multiplier (0.08) agreed in the Contract
of A+freightment the following amount is obtained for fuel












year 1: no increase
year 2: 55000tx0.OBx (103.7—101 .7)=8800 USD
year 3: 55000tx0.08x(105.8—1017)18040 USD
year 4: 55000tx0. 08x (107 9—101 7) 27280 iJSD
year 5: 55000tx0 .08x (110—101 .7) =36520 USD
year 6: 55000tx008x (1122—101 7)=46200 USD
year 7: 55000tx0..08x (114.4—101 .7)=55880 USD
Moreover, it is stated in the revenue stateme
nt that
net pro-fit or net revenue is negative for
every year which
means that the project is only to a certa
in extent self—
supporting owing to the inclusion of dep
reciation. Thus, it
may be concluded that in a project it does
not matter i-f the
net revenue is negative but the amount whi
ch flows in cash
matters. This is the cash flow which
results from the
addition a-f depreciation to net revenue
.
Furthermore, depreciation as a cost is just
a concept
since it increases the liquid assets. T
hat is the reason why
it must be added again to net pro-fit whe
ther positive or not.
It can also be seen how the cash flow fo
r the years 3
and 4 are relatively lower than the
others. This is
attributable to the additional investments
that have been
made in vessel reclassification and drydocking
, respectively.
R
Although all cash flows along the project are
positive
this does not mean that it is profitable.
The justification
of the previous statement will be given b
y calculating net
present value and internal rate of return
which will, thus,
have the last ward regarding acceptance o
r rejection o-f the
referred project.
As a matter c-f fact, the net working cap
ital f or the
year 2, 3, 4, . - = , 7, is not enough to
fulfill the company’s
obligations more than two months.. This c
an be proven if one
divides the total revenue a-f the prev
ious year by twelve
months and the result a-f this is divid
ed in turn, by the
amount o-f cash flow. For instance, the
cash -flow at the end
of year 1:
gross revenue per month: 9900000: 128
25000 usd
cash flow: 1248747:6250001.5 months
From the above , it can be stated that
the net working
capital covers only one month and a
half, showing the need
the company has -for borrowinQ mon
ey to keep on feeding
business activities for the rest 10
.5 months.
7.2. Calculation of Net Present Valu
e
The purpose here is to compare the investm
ent cost or
the cost o-f the vessel with the cumulative
surpluses which
represent the difference between benefits a
nd costs for each




discounted surpluses are higher than
the investment amount,
the investment is profitable at the s
pecified rate.
Pick in up the yearly cash flows
-From the revenue
statement, one must convert them
into the present through a
discount factor:
discount factor (i)
year 0 = —21500000 ( the value c-F
the vessel ) -
year 1 = 1248747x1/(1+0.09)**1
1145600.498






year 5 = 992750.6x0.649B
= 645089.339
year 6 = 603213x0.5961
= 359575.269
year 7 = 802935x0.5469
= 439125.151
present value 4853339.668
less original investment 2150
00C)0
net present value (16646660.
33)
p
It can be seen -from the above
example that the net
present value is less than
zero which means that the
investment does not even brea
k even. This -fact can be
explained by the negative net p
ro-fit along the project which
could not even cover the annua
l costs. This leads to the
conclusion that the freight lev
el is not sufficient to pay
the investment so that it must b
e raised through additional
negotiations with the charte
rer.
The optimum freight level will
be the one where the net
present value will be zero. T
his means where the total cost
s
o-f the investment equal the ini
tial investment.
Furthermore, it can be stated i
n the same example how
present values are getting
smaller and smaller in the
subsequent years. This can b
e explained by the following
statement:
The further away the payment d
ate and the higher the
rate u-f interest, the smaller
the present value o-f a given
sum payable in the -F urure “.. ( R
ichard G. Lipsey, 1989, 7th
edition in “ An Introdution to
Positive Economics”, page 324)
7.3. Calculation of the Inter
nal Rate of Return
The internal rate of return o
f a project is the discount
rate which equals the net pre
sent value of an opportunity
of
investment to Zero. Thu




The discount rate (97.) a-f the
project, -from calculations
for the net present value is
increased or decreased as the
case may be, until the summatio
n of the discounted cash flows
equals the amount a-f the initi
al investment. In the case a-f
this project, the discount
rate should be decreased.
However, it is not difficult t
o find that, by doing that
operation, the internal rate of
return is somewhere below the
discount rate, which means that
it is negative.
The lower the discount rate the
higher the net present
value.
Thus., by lowering it, a nega
tive rate will be found
which enables one to say that
IRR is less than the discount
rate or interest rate.
The IRR means that “ due to th
e fact that the social
rate (interest rate -fixed by th
e government) is lower than
those ones fixed by other -f
inantial institutions which is
done purposely in order to in
crease the capital in stock a-
f
the companies, stimulating in
this way the investment, the
investors expect a higher
rate as a return an their
investment -
That is the reason why the disc
ount rate must be below
the internal rate o-f return..
.” ( Prof. Dr. Hercules Ha
ralambides in lectures an
“Investment tppraisal”, World
Maritime University, 1993 ).
As a matter o-f example, if t
he IRR was equal to the
discount rate a-f the investment
, this fact would mean that
there is no return for the c
ompany’s investors on their
investment at all , because at
that point the investment would
cover only the costs.
B?
Consequent1y. the investo
rs of the Anqotramp Ltd do
not
expect any return on the
ir investment once the IRR
is lower
than the interest rate w
hich represents the pric
e of the
bank loan they had to pay
-for
P
TIEF E: I I-IT
RISK MANAGEMENT
8.1. General
Risk accompagnies man’s activities and decisions. It is
everywhere and can neither be avoided nor eliminated but only
minimized. The correct adoption of measures and strategies
in a due time towards minimization or reduction of risk could
be defined as risk management.
It is a world of change in which we live, a world of
uncertainty. We live only by knowing something about the
future; while the problems of life or o-f conduct at least
arise from the fact that we know so little. This is a true
of business as of the others spheres of activity “.
(Prof. Frank H. Knight, Boston 1921, “risk uncertainty and
profit” Massachusset Houghton Muff un Co.).
Moreover., Robert I. Mehr Bob A. Hedges, say in their
book: ( Risk Management in the Business Enterprise”, Homewood
Illinois, Irwin 193 ), that:
Businessmen -face two kinds of risk: dynamic and static
• Dynamic risks, often called speculative risks arise from
unexpected changes in economic productivity o-f a given
capital investment. They arise from market, management and
political sources and are ambivalent in nature: they can
result in a profit as well as loss. Static risks, often
called pure risks, arise independently of the movements i
n
the economy “.
Regarding that latter statement, it is clear that the
two kinds of risks apply to a shipowner. How he can manage
them will be subject to analysis in this chapter further
ahead.
82. Risk Sensitivity Analysis
Risk sensitivity analysis consists of using adequate
methods to see how sensitive the project is i-f any a-f its
variables are changed due to influence of external and/or
internal factors on it.
The aim of risk sensitivity analysis is to determine the
variable which gives the optimum result to the project. y
optimum result it is either the minimum acceptable freight
rate level or quantity of cargo which lead the revenue
statement of a project o-f investment to a break—even—point,
i .e. where revenues equal costs.
s -far as the methods are concerned, there are three:
simulation, probabilistic and statistic method. Here and
for
the purpose o-f this project the author will work out the
simulation method which consists o-f changes of variables
until the optimum level is reached.
Thus, picking up from the revenue statement for the year













































In the alternative 1
the freight rate agre
ed in the
contract a-f 30 USD d
ollars gives a negativ
e profit to the
shipowner ngotramp L
td.. To improve the re
sult, he must opt
either to negotiate
an increase a-f the
freight and leave
cargo quantity consta
nt ( alternative 2 ) ,
or asking for more
cargo and leave the f
reight rate as it was
( alternative 3 )
Theref ore, the optimu
m freight rate will b
e the worst
possible without incu
rring losses the sam
e as the cargo..
Thus, the freight rat
e of 30.29 US dollars
will be the
minimum acceptable





will be 55,528 tons
by keeping the freight
rate agreed in the
contract.
p
A level below 30.29 U
S dollars and 55,528 t
ons will be
risky for the shipown
er. However, this aga
in, does not mean
that the investment
for a seven— year p
eriod will be
profitable by doing t
he aforesaid risk ana
lysis because a-f
the unpredictability
of the events which m
ay occur further
ahead.




a sinQie voyage is
performed in a
relatively short time
which minimizes the d
egree a-f risk and
uncertainty -
Therefore, in that case




Another view o-f this
issue is also using
several
discounting rates. Th





is an example a-f thi
s. The referred proc
edure serves long
term projects because
it takes into account t
he time value of
money as long as the
re is a discount facto
r. Moreover, a
risk premium for the p
roject can be advanced
by the shipowner
and taken into accoun
t when discounting.
Thus, using several d
iscount rates the ship
owner should
opt for the one whic
h makes the net prese
nt value equal to
zero. In other word
s, at the beginning o
f the project the
shipowner is capable b
y doing so, to determ
ine the optimum C
maximum ) interest r
ate he will negotiate
with the bank at
which he will be a
ble to cover at lea
st his fixed and
variable costs.
Optimum ( maximum ) ,
interest rate was men
tioned because
i-f the shipowner succ
eeds in getting a low
er interest rate
from the bank, he m
ay expect to cover all
costs including
88
capital costs and in
addition qettinq a n
et return on the
i nvestrnent.
Pc?
FrEF ii I II
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMEN
DATIONS
The conclusions of thi












The second one is where
same shipowner after id
entifying
investment opportunitie
s, has done it.
This study is concerned
with the first one.
It can be stated from t
his study that manage
rs of
the Angotramp Ltd, aft
er having studyed the m
arket carefully
and made freight cal
culations, they decide
d to buy the
Marisol asking -f or a
bank loan offering as
a security the
same vessel to the ban
k’s -financier.
Freight calculations h
ave been made compris
ing fixed
running costs, capi
tal costs and variab
le costs. The
managers were able the
n to assess the break
—even—freight.
With this in mind, the
y thought once all co
sts were covered
capital costs in pa
rticular, Anqotramp’s
managers were
therefore able to com
mit themselves to a ba
nk loan and secure
a contract o-f afreiqhtme
nt with a first class
charterer at a
rate o-f 5V. above the br
eak—even—freight.
Doing that, they believ
ed there would not be
any risks
at all and that the in
vestment would be recou
ped within seven
years, considering tha
t all costs had been c
overed. To help
Li
that belief, is the reve
nue statement for eve
ry year beeinq
positive due to the a
ddition of the depre
ciation to the
negative profit. How
ever, this latter was
just an illusion
as it could be seen l
ater when calculatin
g the net present
value and internal ra
te of return.
Moreover, the cash flo
w of a given year is
tied—up money, which i
s not supposed to be
transferred to the
incoming years , sinc
e every year repres
ents one project
apart.









The net present value
as an absolute measur
e to quantify
the profitability of t
he same project has b
een ignored; the
same happening to th
e internal rate o-f re
turn which would
give an indication abo
ut the quality of the
project.




into account net p
resent value and
internal rate of return
, many things could be
avoided such as
1) The financial comm
itment to the bank + o
r purchasing
the Marisol -
2) As a result of the
above, a contract of af
-freiqhtment
would not be signed.
Restating, investment a
ppraisal in its part d
ealing with
risk analysis enables
the company to antici
pate measures with
a view to eliminatinq













re fully aware of
the rate of retur
n they









is the only way w
hich
enables all decis
ion makers to ju
dge positively o
r negatively
with a certain de
gree of authority
about any given i
nvestment
project whether a
lare or a small
one.
Finally, the Aut









g to invest on a
project ,
whatever it can be,
so that many risk
s can be avoided
on the
one hand and to
-find on it a rel
iable tool of p
roject’s
forecast on the o
ther hand.
Furthermore, the
use a-f risk sen
sitivity analysis
appears to be wise
since it helps id
entifying the we
aknesses
a-f the projec
t, providing th
erefore, with
multiple
alternatives of n
egotiating a sou
nd freight rate
to the
manaQers -
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